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Foreword

Laminar-flow control is an area of aeronautical research that has a long history

at NASA's Langley Research Center, Dryden Flight Research Center, their

predecessor organizations, and elsewhere. In this monograph, Albert L.

Braslow, who spent much of his career at Langley working with this research,

presents a history of that portion of laminar-flow technology known as active

laminar-flow control, which employs suction of a small quantity of air through

airplane surfaces. This important technique offers the potential for significant

reduction in drag and, thereby, for large increases in range or reductions in fuel

usage for aircraft. For transport aircraft, the reductions in fuel consumed as a

result of laminar-flow control may equal 30 percent of present consumption.

Given such potential, it is obvious that active laminar-flow control with suction

is an important technology. In this study, AI covers the early history of the

subject and brings the story all the way to the mid-1990s with an emphasis on

flight research, much of which has occurred here at Dryden. This is an impor-

tant monograph that not only encapsulates a lot of history in a brief compass but

also does so in language that is accessible to non-technical readers. NASA is

publishing it in a format that will enable it to reach the wide audience the

subject deserves.

Kevin L. Petersen

Director, Dryden Flight Research Center

February 18, 1999
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Preface

This monograph is the result of a contract with the NASA Dryden History

Office to write a brief history of laminar-flow-control research with an emphasis

on flight research, especially that done at what is today the Dryden Flight

Research Center (DFRC). I approached the writing of this history from the

perspective of an engineer who had spent much of his career working on lami-

nar-flow-control research and writing about the results in technical publications.

I found out that writing history is quite a bit different from technical writing, but

I hope that what I have written will explain laminar-flow control to the non-

technical reader while at the same time providing historical background to the

interested technical reader.

After completion of the final draft of this technical history in October !998, I

was made aware of NASA TP-1998-208705, October 1998, by Ronald D.

Joslin, entitled Overview ofl_zmlinar Flow Control. Although some overlap

exists between this publication and my own, as would be expected from the two

titles, Joslin's intent was quite different from mine. He provides an extensive

technical summary for engineers, scientists and technical managers of the

content of many key papers without much evaluation of the significance of

specific results over the years.

I would like to express my gratitude to the following DFRC personnel: David

Fisher, Lisa Bjarke, and Daniel Banks for reading the initial draft: Jim Zeitz for

reworking the figures; and Stephen Lighthill for doing the layout. My special

thanks go to J.D. (Dill) Hunley, DFRC historian, who patiently guided this

technical author through the vagaries of historical composition.

Albert L. Braslow

Newport News, Virginia

19 February 1999
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A

History of

Suction-

Type
Laminar-

Flow

Control

Laminar-Flow Control Concepts and

Scope of Monograph

This monograph presents a history of

suction-type laminar-flow-control re-

search in the National Advisory Commit-
tee for Aeronautics and its successor

organization, the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration, plus selected

other organizations, with an emphasis on

flight research. Laminar-flow control is a

technology that offers the potential for

improvements in aircraft fuel usage,

range or endurance that far exceed any
known single aeronautical technology.

For transport-type airplanes, e.g., the fuel
burned might be decreased a phenomenal

30 percent. Fuel reduction will not only

help conserve the earth's limited supply

of petroleum but will also reduce engine
emissions and, therefore, air pollution. In

addition, lower fuel usage will reduce the

operating costs of commercial airplanes

at least eight percent, depending upon the
cost of the fuel and, therefore, will curtail

ticket prices for air travel. Laminar-flow

control is also the only aeronautical

technology that offers the capability of

designing a transport airplane that can fly

nonstop without refueling from anywhere

in the world to anywhere else in the world

or that can remain aloft without refueling

for approximately 24 hours. These

enormous performance improvements

that are potentially available for commer-

cial or military applications, therefore,
have made the concept the "pot of gold at
the end of the rainbow" for aeronautical

researchers.

A brief review of some of the funda-

mentals involved will improve an under-

standing of this technological history.

When a solid surface moves through a
fluid (such as the air), frictional forces

drag along a thin layer of the fluid

adjacent to the surface due to the viscos-

ity (stickiness) of the fluid. A distin-

guished theoretician, Ludwig Prandtl,
showed in 1904 how the flow around a

solid body can be divided into two

regions for analysis--this thin layer of

fluid adjacent to the surface, called the
boundary layer, where fluid friction plays

an essential part, and the remaining

region outside the boundary layer where
friction may be neglected. The boundary

layer generally exists in one of two states:
laminar, where fluid elements remain in

well-ordered nonintersecting layers

(laminae), and turbulent, where fluid

elements totally mix. The frictional force
between the fluid and the surface, known

as viscous drag, is much larger in a

turbulent boundary layer than in a laminar
one because of momentum losses associ-

ated with the mixing action. The energy

required to overcome this frictional force

on an airplane is a substantial part of the

total energy required to move the airplane

through the air. In the case of a transport

airplane flying at subsonic speeds, for

example, approximately one-half of the

energy (fuel) required to maintain level

flight in cruise results from the necessity
to overcome the skin friction of the

boundary layer, which is mostly turbulent
on current transport-size airplanes.

The state of the boundary layer, in the

absence of disturbing influences, is

directly related to the speed of the surface

and the distance along the surface--first,

laminar and then changing to turbulent as

the speed or distance increases. Laminar
flow is difficult to attain and retain under

most conditions of practical interest, e.g.,

on the surfaces of large transport air-

planes. Laminar flow is an inherently
unstable condition that is easily upset,

and transition to turbulent flow may occur

prematurely as a result of amplification of

disturbances emanating from various
sources. Two basic techniques are avail-

able to delay transition from laminar to
turbulent flow--passive and active.

Laminar flow can be obtained passively

over the forward part of airplane lifting

surfaces (wings and tails) that have

leading-edge sweep angles of less than

about 18 degrees by designing the surface
cross-sectional contour so that the local

pressure initially decreases over the
surface in the direction from the leading

edge towards the trailing edge. The

laminar flow obtained in this passive
manner is called natural laminar flow

(NLF). In the rearward region of well-



designedwings,wherethepressuremust
increasewithdistancetowardsthetrailing
edge(anadversepressuregradient),I active
laminar-flowcontrolmustbeused.Evenin
afavorablepressuregradient,active
laminar-flowcontrolisrequiredtoattain
laminarflowtolargedistancesfromthe
leadingedge.

Theprincipaltypesof activelaminar-
flowcontrolaresurfacecooling(inair)and
removalofasmallamountoftheboundary-

layer air by suction through porous materi-
als, multiple narrow surface slots, or small

perlbrations. For highly swept wings that
are usually required for flight at high

subsonic and supersonic speeds, only

suction can control sweep-induced

crossflow disturbances that promote

boundary-layer transition from laminar to
turbulent flow. The use of suction has

become the general method of choice for
active laminar-flow control and has become

known as LFC. A combination of LFC (in

regions where pressure gradients due to the

sweep introduce large destabilizing
crossflow disturbances) and NLF (in

regions with low crossflow) is an approach

to simplifying the application of LFC and is
known as hybrid LFC (HLFC). Although

the potential peffommnce gains due to
HLFC are somewhat lower than those

obtainable with LFC, the gains are still very

large.

At this point, a brief description of a

paran_eter of fundamental importance is

necessary for the non-technical reader. This

parameter is called Reynolds number and

was named alter Osborne Reynolds who, in
1888, was the first to show visually the
transition from laminar to turbulent flow

and the complete mixing of the fluid
elements in turbulent flow. Reynolds

number is non-dimensional and is equal to

the product of the velocity of a body

passing through a fluid (v), the density of
the fluid (9) and a representative length (1)

divided by the fluid viscosity (I.t) or v p I/bt.

Engineers select various representative

lengths _1) in the tormulation of the

Reynolds number for different purposes. For

example, non-dimensionalized aerodynamic
forces acting on a body moving through air

vary with the value of the Reynolds number

based on the body length. This phenomenon

is called %cale effect" and is important in
the determination of the non-dimensional

aerodynamic forces acting on a full-size

(full-scale) airplane or airplane component
from data measured on a small wind-tunnel

model. When engineers select the distance

from the component's leading edge to the

end of laminar flow as the representative

length, the resultant length Reynolds number

(or transition Reynolds number) is a measure

of the distance from the leading edge to the

end of the laminar flow. For any value of

transition Reynolds number, then, that has

been experimentally determined, the dis-
tance to the end of laminar flow on any size

airplane component can be calculated for

any stream-flow velocity, density, and

viscosity from the above Reynolds number
formulation. The attainable value of transi-

tion Reynolds number, as previously

indicated, is dependent upon the

component's geometrical shape (the primary

controller of the variation of surface pres-

sure), various disturbances, and the type and

magnitude of laminar-flow control used.

This monograph will review the history

of the development of LFC and HLFC with

emphasis on experimentation, especially

flight research. A sufficient number of
activities up to 1965, when a 10-year hiatus

in U.S. experimental LFC research began,

will illustrate the early progress as well as

the principal problems that inhibited the

attainment of laminar flow in flight with

either passive or active laminar-flow control.

Discussion of a resurgence of research on

LFC in 1975 will concentrate on the flight-

research portion of an American program

defined to solve the technological problems

uncovered during the previous research.

Included will be a discussion of the signifi-
cance of aircraft size on the applicability of

passive or active control.

I A decreasing pressure in the direction towards the trailing edge is called a favorable pressure gradient and an increasing
pressure is called an adverse pressure gradient.



Figure 1. B-18

airplane with test

glove for natural
laminar flow and

later for active

laminar-flow

control. (NASA

photo L-25336)

Early Research on Suction-Type

Laminar-Flow Control

Research from the 1930s through the
War Years

The earliest known experimental
work on LFC for aircraft was done in the

late 1930s and the 1940s, primarily in

wind tunnels. 2 In 1939, research engineers

at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical

Laboratory of the National Advisory

Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) in

Hampton, Virginia, tested the effect on

boundary-layer transition of suction

through slots in the surfaces of wind-

tunnel models. These tests provided the

first aerodynamic criteria on the design of

multiple suction slots and obtained

laminar flow up to a length Reynolds

number of 7 million, a phenomenally

large value at that time. The first LFC

flight experiments ever made followed
these favorable results in 1941. Research-

ers installed seventeen suction slots

between 20 and 60 percent of the chord _

of a test panel (glove) 4 on a wing of a B-

18 airplane (Figure !). Maximum airplane

speed and constraint in the length of the

1

I
I

,=
"6

e-

g:

O

I

44.8 ft.

Test area

I-._10 ft._

2 Three citations that provide extensive bibliographies on both passive and active control of the laminar boundary layer are:
Dennis M. Bushnell and Mary H. Tuttle, Survey and Bibliography on Attainment of lzm_inar Flow Control in Air Using
Pressure Gradient and Suctiml (Washington, De: NASA RP- 1035, September 1979); Charles E. Jobe, A Bibliogr_q_hy qf
AFFDL/FXM Reports on Lzuninar Flow Control ( U.S. Air Force: AFFDL-TM-76-26-FXM, March 1976), and Mary H.
Tuttle and Dal V. Maddalon, lxuninar Flow Control (1976-1991) -A Comprehensive, Annotated Bibliography (Washington,
De: NASA TM 107749, March 1993). Significant references, primarily of summary natures, that were published since these
are included in subsequent footnotes. A sparse number of technical sources already included in the bibliographies are also
repeated in subsequent notes to assist readers in locating pertinent technical information discussed in the narrative.

3 Chord is the length of the surface from the leading edge to the trailing edge.

4 A glove is a special section of an airplane's lifting surface, usually overlaying the basic wing structure, that is designed
specifically for research purposes.



wingglove,however,limitedachievement
of a lengthReynoldsnumberfor transi-
tiontoavaluelowerthanthatachievedin
thewindtunnel.

ExperimentationinNACAonLFC
ceasedduringtheyearsof WorldWarII in
ordertodevelopnaturallaminar-flow
airfl_ils,theso-calledNACA6-and7-
seriesairfl)ils,undertheleadershipof
EastmanN.Jacobs,IraH.Abbott,and
AlbertE.yonDoenhoffattheLangley
MemorialAeronauticalLaboratory/s
Significantprogressin furtheringthe
understandingof theboundary-layer
transitionprocess+however,continuedto
bemadein theU.S.A.,bothanalytically
andexperimentally,principallyatthe
NationalBureauof StandardsbyG.B.
Schubauer,H.K.Skramstad,ES.
Klebanoff,K.P.Tidstrom,andHughL.
Dryden/'Developmentof thelaminar-
flowairtk)ilswasmadepossiblebythe
introductionintoserviceof theLow-
TurbulencePressureTunnel(LTPT)atthe
LaRCwithanexceptionallylowair-
stream-turbulencelevel/Theauthorand
FrankViscontimeasurednaturallaminar
flow in theLTPTuptolengthReynolds
numbersontheorderof 16million._

ResearchersinGreatBritainobtained
significantflightexperiencein themid-
1940sonnaturallaminar-flowairfoils
withwingglovesontheBritishKing
CobraandHurricanemilitaryfightersY
Largeextentsof laminarflowwere
obtained,butonlyafterconsiderable
effl_rttoattainwave-freeandsmooth
surfaces.Althoughattainmentof large
regionsof laminarflowwasnotpossible
indailyoperations,aircraftdesignersused
laminar-flowtypeairfoilswith large
regionsof favorablepressuregradienton
newaircraftintendedfor high-subsonic-
speedflightbecauseof theirsuperior
high-speedaerodynamiccharacteristics,
e.g.,theNorthAmericanP-5i Mustang.

InGermanyandSwitzerland,efforts
todevelopLFCtechnologywithsuction
wereunderwayduringthewar.The
Germansemphasizedtheanalysisof
laminarstabilitywithcontinuoussuction
ratherthandiscretesuctionthroughslots.
WalterTollmienandHermannSchlichting
discoveredtheoreticallythattheboundary
layerresultingfromcontinuoussuctionis
verystableto smalltwo-dimensionaltype
disturbances(namedafterthemas
Tollmien-Schlichtingwaves)_°andthat

5Inalaterreorganization,theLangleyMemorialAeronauticalLaboratorywasrenamedtheLangleyResearchCenter
(LaRC),andthatnamewillbeusedhereaftertoavoidpossibleconfusion.AninterimnamefortheLaboratoryfrom1948
to 1958 was the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.

6 Dryden later became the Director of the NACA and then the first Deputy Administrator of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA).

7 A low level of high-frequency airstream turbulence, a condition approximating that in the atmosphere, is required to
obtain natural laminar flow. This turbulence, of extreme importance to NLF, contrasts with occasional low-frequency

turbulence in the atmosphere, known as gusts. Gusts affect an aircraft through changes in the relative angle of the aircraft

with respect to the direction of flight (angle of attack).

8 Albert L. Braslow and Fioravante Visconti, Investigation of Boumlary-Layer Reynolds Numberj_,r Transition on an

65(215)--II4 Air//_#l in the Langley Two-Dimensional Low-Turbulence Pressure Ttmnel (Washington, DC: NACA TN
1704, October, 1948).

9 See, tor example: W.E. Gray and EW.J. Fullam, Comparison of Flight and Tunnel Measurements o.fTransition on a
Highly Finished l&Tn_ (King Cobra) (RAE Report Aero 2383, 1945); F. Smith and D. Higton, Flight Tests on King Cobra
FZ. 440 to Ire'estimate the Practical Requirements/in" the Achievement _Low Pr_le Drag Coefficients on a "Low

Drag" Aerofoil (British A.R.C., R and M 2375, 1950); R.H. Plascoff, Profile Drag Measurements on Hurricane II z.
3087 Fitted with Low-Drag Section Winces (RAE Report Aero 2153, 1946).

10 Examples of two-dimensional type disturbances are stream turbulence, noise, and surface irregularities having large

ratios of width {perpendicular to the stream flow direction) to height, like spanwise surface steps due to mismatches in

structural panels.



thequantityof air thatmustberemoved
toachievethismarkedstabilizingeffectis
extremelysmall.Germanresearchers
derivedmethodsfor calculatingthe
boundary-layercharacteristicsanddrag
reductionsresultingfromcontinuous
suction.TheGermansalsowantedto
validatetheirfindingsexperimentallybut
wereunabletoproduceapermeable
surfacesuitableforcontinuoussuction
withthenecessarydegreeof smoothness.
Alternativesweretried,i.e.,suction
throughaperforatedplateandsuction
throughmultipleslots.Suctionthrough
perforatedplatesfaileddueto excessive
disturbancesemanatingfromtheedgesof
theholes.Suctionthroughmultipleslots
permittedattainmentof extensiveregions
of laminarflowuptoalengthReynolds
numberof 3.2million. In Switzerland,
WernerPfenningerwasalsoinvestigating
theuseof multiplesuctionslots.He
obtainedfull-chordlaminarflowonboth
surfacesof anairfoilbutonlyupto a

maximum chord (length) Reynolds

number of 2.3 million. He attributed the

limitation in the maximum attainable

Reynolds number for laminar flow with

LFC to increased airstream turbulence in

the wind tunnel. From more recent results,

he and other researchers agree that

increased disturbances from small irregu-

larities in the slot contours could have

contributed.

Research from after World War II to

the Mid-1960s

Release of the German LFC reports

on continuous suction after the war

generated renewed interest in both the

United States and the United Kingdom.L_

The NACA initiated a series of wind-

tunnel tests at the LaRC in 1946, which

culminated in the attainment of full-chord

laminar flow on both surfaces of an airfoil

with continuous suction through a porous

bronze surface. The author, Dale Burrows,

and Frank Visconti obtained full-chord

laminar flow to a length Reynolds number

of about 24 million, which was limited

only by buckling of the low-strength

porous-bronze skin.'-' Neal Tetervin

performed theoretical calculations indicat-

ing that the experimental suction rates

were consistent with values predicted

from the then-available stability theory to

the largest chord Reynolds number tested.
These wind-tunnel results, therefore,

provided the first experimental verifica-
tion of the theoretical indication that the

attainment of full-chord laminar flow with

continuous suction would not be pre-

vented by further increases in Reynolds

number, i.e., further increases in airplane

size or speed (at least subsonicaily). '_

Because porous bronze, however, was

obviously unsuitable for application to

aircraft (low strength and large weight)

and no suitable material was available,

work on the simulation of continuous

suction with multiple slots was reacti-

vated by the NACA. In the late 1940s,

NACA researchers investigated in the

LaRC LTPT an NACA design, _aand Dr.

Werner Pfenninger, who had come to the

Northrop Corporation from Zurich,

Switzerland, investigated a U.S. Air

11 A team of experts from the allied countries, including Eastman N. Jacobs of the NACA, gathered these reports in

Germany soon after the end of hostilities.

12 This was the author's indoctrination into active laminar-flow control research, which followed previous inw)lvement

in the development of the NACA natural-laminar-flow airfoils.

13 Albert L. Braslow, Dale L. Burrows, Neal Tetervin, and Fioravante Visconte, Exlwrimental and Theoretical Studies of

Area Suction for the Control of the Lamimlr Boun&lrv Laver on an NACA 64A010 Ailfoil (Washington, DC: NACA

Report 1025, 30 March 1951 ).

14 Dale L. Burrows and Milton A. Schwartzberg, Experimental hn,estigation qf an NACA 64A010 Air[oil Section with

41 Suction Slots on Each Surfiu+e fi_r Control of Laminar Botmdarv Laver (Washington, DC: NACA TN 2644, 1952).



Force-sponsored design. __In the first case,
the researchers obtained full-chord

laminar flow up to a Reynolds number of

about 10 million (greatly exceeding that

obtained previously in Germany and

Switzerland), but the slot arrangement had

been designed for a considerably larger

Reynolds number of 25 million. In the

second case, Dr. Pfenninger obtained full-

chord laminar flow up to a Reynolds
number of 16-17 million for a model

designed for 20 million. In both of these

cases with slots, as well as during the

previous continuous-suction tests, an

overriding problem in attainment of

laminar flow was an increased sensitivity
of laminar flow to discrete three-dimen-

sional type surface disturbances _6or slot

irregularities as wind-tunnel Reynolds
number was increased. This occurred in

spite of the theory, which indicated that

suction increased the stability of the

laminar boundary layer with respect to

two-dimensional type disturbances. More

on this subject will be included later in the

monograph.
After the war, the first work the

British did on LFC was to extend the

German analytical research on continuous

suction. In 1948, Cambridge University
experimented on a flat plate in the floor of
a wind tunnel. This was followed in 1951

by flight tests on an Anson aircraft of

continuous suction from I% to 65-percent

chord in a flat pressure distribution. _v

Researchers obtained experimental

suction rates very close to theoretical

values for a zero pressure gradient up to a
length Reynolds number of 3 million and

good agreement with theory in the

measured boundary-layer profiles. _ The

experiments indicated adverse effects of

roughness.

The British Royal Aircraft Establish-

ment (RAE) tested a porous surface on a

Vampire aircraft _ starting in 1953

(Figure 2). Researchers initially employed
a rolled metallic cloth for the surface, but

roughness picked up in the mesh caused

premature transition from laminar to

turbulent flow. With the use of special

procedures to provide very smooth

surfaces back to 25 percent of chord, full-
chord laminar flow was established at a

length Reynolds number of 29 million.

With candidates not yet available for a

practical porous surface, attention was

diverted to simulation of a porous surface

with a perforated metal sheet. From 1954

to 1957, the RAE investigated various

arrangements of hole size, spacing and
orientation, as did John Goldsmith at the

Norair Division of the Northrop Corpora-
tion in the United States. Some worked

and some did not because of differences

in disturbances generated by the suction

flow through the different hole arrange-
ments. 2°

15 Werner Pfenninger, Experinwnts With a 15%-Thick Slotted Laminar Suction Wing Model in the NACA, Langley Field,
Low Turbulence Wind Tunnel (U.S. Air Force Tech. Rep. 5982, April 1953).

16 Three-dimensional type surface disturbances are those with width to height ratios near a value of one.

17 M.R. Head, The Boundary Layer with Distributed Suction (British A.R.C., R.&M. No. 2783, 1955).

18 A boundary-layer profile is the shape of the variation of a boundary-layer characteristic like local velocity or tempera-
ture with height above the surface.

19 M.R. Head, D. Johnson, and M. Coxon, Flight Experiments on Boundao,-Layer ControlJbr Low Drag British
A.R.C.. R.&M. No. 3025, March 1955).

20 Significant sources are: John Goldsmith, Critical _lminar Suction Parameters for Suction Into an Isolated Hole or a
Single Row of Holes (Northrop Corp., Norair Division Report NAI-57-529, BLC-95, February 1957); N. Gregory and
W.S. Walker, Experiments on the Use of Suction Through Perforated Strips for Maintaining Laminar Flow: Transition
and Drag Measurements (British A.R.C., R.&M. No. 3083, 1958). Northrop Corp., Norair Division reports cited in this
monograph and others related to its laminar-flow research can be tound in the files of Albert L. Braslow located in the
Langley Historical Archives (LHA) at the Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA.



Figure 2. Vampire
active laminar-flow-

control flight

experiments.

I

I / _Suction surface

-- Glow -_--

v/
q 40 ft. =

From 1951 to 1955, the British firm

Handley Page tested, in wind tunnels and

in flight on a Vampire trainer, the concept

of suction strips whereby researchers

hoped to eliminate the structural difficul-

ties associated with fully distributed

suction or with the need for precise slots.

Tests included both porous strips and

perforated strips with single and multiple

rows of holes. The best of the perforated

configurations consisted of staggered

multiple rows of holes. Tests of porous

sintered-bronze strips in both the wind

tunnel and flight were troubled by great

difficulty in ensuring sufficiently smooth

joints between the strips and the solid

surface. The joints introduced large

enough two-dimensional type distur-

bances to cause premature transition. With

the final perforation configuration,

researchers obtained repeatable laminar

flow to 80 percent of the chord on the

Vampire trainer wing, equivalent to a

length Reynolds number of 15 million. An

inability to obtain laminar flow in the last

20 percent of chord was attributed to the

effects of a forward sweep of the wing

trailing edge.



Previously,in 1951,theRAEhad
beenunabletoobtainthedesignextentof
laminarflowonanaturallaminar-flow
airfoilemployedinasweptbackwingon
anAW52airplane.Thisledtoaseriesof
testsof sweptbacksurfacesof various
aircraftduringwhichvisualrecordsof
boundary-layertransitionwereobtained.
Forsufficientlylargeleading-edge
sweepback,transitionoccurredveryclose
totheleadingedge.Subsequenttests,
usingaflow-visualizationtechnique,
showedclosely-spacedstriationsin the
flowonthesurface,indicatingstrongly
thattransitiontookplaceonswept
surfacesasaresultof formationof
streamwisevorticesin thelaminarbound-
arylayer.2_Dr.Pfenninger'sboundary-
layerresearchgroupattheNorairDivi-
sionof theNorthropCorporationin the
1950sprovidedamethodof analyzingthe
cross-flowinstabilitydueto sweep.It also
obtainedexperimentaldatashowingthat
thecross-flowinstabilitycouldbecon-
trolledbyreasonableamountsof suction
initiatedsufficientlycloseto thewing
leadingedge.2z

TheNorthropgroupin the1950sand
early1960smademanyothermajor
contributionsto thedevelopmentof the
LFCtechnology.UnderaseriesofAir
Forcecontracts,thegroupperformed
ratherextensiveinvestigationsin several
areasof concern.Althoughsomework
wasdoneonsuctionthroughholes,the
principaleflbrtswereonsuctionthrough
slots.Inadditiontotheimprovedunder-
standingof laminar-flowstabilityand

controlonsweptwings,theNorthrop
researchersdevelopedcriteriain theareas
of multiple-slotdesign,internal-flow
metering,andductdesignplustechniques
foralleviatingtheadverseeffectsof
externalandinternalacousticdistur-
bances.In addition,Northropconducted
analyticalinvestigationsof structural
designmethodsandconstructiontech-
niques.Theseweresupportedbyalimited
effortonconstructionandtestof small-
scalestructuralsamples.Theresults,
however,wereinsufficienttoprovide
transportmanufacturerswithconfidence
thatLFCwingsforfuturetransportscould
bemanufacturedtotherequiredclose
tolerancesforLFCwithacceptablecost
andweightpenalties.23Anareareceiving
analyticalattentiononlywasthatof the
suctionpumpingsystem.Althoughthe
suctionpumpingsystemisof significant
importancetooverallaircraftperfor-
mance,analysesindicatedthatnoradi-
callynewmechanicaldevelopmentswere
requiredtoprovidethenecessarysuction.

Northrop,inaUSAF-sponsored
programatMurocDryLake(knownboth
beforeandafterthisperiodasRogersDry
Lake)inCalifornia,alsoreactivatedflight
researchonLFCintheUnitedStateswith
theuseof agloveonanF-94aircraft.
Murocis todaythesiteoftheEdwardsAir
ForceBaseandtheDrydenFlightRe-
searchCenter(DFRC).Northropinvesti-
gatedthreedifferentslotarrangementson
amodifiedNACAlaminar-flowairfoil
(Figure3).Essentiallyfull-chordlaminar
flowwasattainedonthewing'supper

21 W.E. Gray, The Effect qf Wing Sweep on lxmffmtr Flow (RAE TM Aero. 255, 1952).

"_'_W. Pfennin,,er L. Gross, and J.W. Bacon. Jr., Exl_eriments on a 30 Degree Swept, 12 Percent Thick, Symmetrical,

Laminar Suction Wing in the 5-Foot by 7-Foot Michigan Tunnel (Northrop Corp., Norair Division Report NAI-57-317,
BLC-93, February 1957).

23 Structural design of airplanes requires consideration of manufacturing procedures, capabilities, limitations, and
available materials as well as compatibility with in-service inspection, maintenance, and repair while providing a high

degree of reliability and minimization of cost and weight. Airplane weight not only directly affects an airplane's perfor-

mance but also its total lit'e-cycle economics through its effect on construction costs, operating costs, and perhaps
maintenance costs. The incorporation of laminar-flow control by suction imposes unique structural requirements in that

smooth, substantially wave-free external surfaces are mandatory. Any associated additional weight or cost must not
dissipate the advantages of LFC to a degree that the manufacturer or user would judge the remaining advantages insuffi-
cient to v,'arrant the increased complexities or risk.



Figure 3. F-94
active laminar-flow-

control flight

experiments.

surface at Reynolds numbers over 30

million, the highest attained on a lifting

wing. When the F-94 aircraft speed was

increased to the point where the local
Mach number 24on the airfoil surface

exceeded about 1.09, a new potential

problem appeared. Full-chord laminar

flow was lost with the slot configuration

tested. This was probably due to the steep

pressure rise through the shock waves that

formed. Other data since that time,

however, have shown that laminar flow

can be maintained through some shock

waves with a properly designed slot

configuration. Another most important

point is that for the F-94 glove tests, the

airfoils were exceptionally well made
with minimum waves and were main-

tained in a very smooth condition; even

so, very small amounts of surface rough-

ness, for example from local manufactur-

ing irregularities or from bug impacts,

caused wedges of turbulent flow behind
each individual source of turbulence. :5

24 Mach number is a measure of airplane speed in terms of the ratio of the airplane speed to the speed of sound at the
flight altitude. Airplane speeds up to the speed of sound are termed subsonic, above the speed of sound, supersonic, with

the supersonic speeds greater than approximately Mach 5 (or 5 times the speed of sound) referred to as hypersonic. The
region between about Mach 0.85 and 1.15 is termed transonic. Because of the cross-sectional curvature of lifting surfaces

like wings, local Mach numbers of the air above the wing exceed the airplane Mach number.

25 W. Pfenninger, E.E. Groth, R.C. Whites, B.H. Carmichael, and J.M. Atkinson, Note About Low Drae Suction E.q_eri-
merits in Flight on a Wing Glove of a F94-A Aiq_lane (Northrop Corp., Norair Division Report NAI-54-849, BLC-69,
December 1954).



Bythistime,therewasabetter
understandingthattheuseof increasedair
densityin somewindtunnels,tomore
closelyapproximatefull-scaleflight
valuesof Reynoldsnumber,aggravated
thesurfaceroughnessproblemin thewind
tunnelascomparedwithflight.2_Never-

theless, the vast NACA experience in the

development of laminar-flow airfoils in

the late 1930s and early 1940s, the British

flight tests of natural laminar-flow airfoils

on the King Cobra and Hurricane air-

planes in the mid-1940s, and the NACA

and other previously mentioned tests of

laminar-flow control through porous
surfaces and slots in the late 1940s

convinced the NACA that the inability to

manufacture and maintain sufficiently

wave-free and smooth surfaces was the

principal impediment to the attainment of

extensive regions of laminar flow for

most airplane missions then conceived.

The primary focus of the NACA (at least
until its transformation in 1958 into the

National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration [NASA]) was on the business of

advancing the understanding of aeronauti-

cal phenomena and not on solving manu-

facturing or operational problems, which

it considered to be the province of the

manufacturer and user. The NACA,

therefore, turned its attention away from

LFC per se and concentrated its laminar-

flow activities on expanding the under-

standing of the quantitative effects of

surface roughness on transition, with and
without suction. Based on these NACA

data and pertinent data from numerous
other researchers, a correlation was

developed with which the permissible

three-dimensional type surface-roughness

height can be estimated within reasonable

accuracy. 2v
NASA became aware in 1960 of a

renewed U. S. Air Force (USAF) interest

in active laminar-flow control through a

visit of Philip P. Antonatos of the USAF

Wright Air Development Division

(WADD) to the author, who was then

head of the General Aerodynamics
Branch of the LaRC Full-Scale Research

Division. 2sContemplated Air Force

missions at that time included a high-

altitude subsonic aircraft of long range or

endurance, an ideal match with laminar-

flow control. Laminar flow was required

to obtain the long range or endurance and

high altitude alleviated the adverse effects

of surface protuberances. Any special

operational procedures needed to maintain

the required surface smoothness in the

presence of material erosion and corro-

sion and to cope with weather effects, -+`'

aircraft noise, and accumulation of dirt

and insects could only be evaluated

through actual flight experience. WADD

also considered it important to provide an

impressive flight demonstration of

improved airplane performance to be

better able to advocate the advantages of

the contemplated new aircraft.

WADD proposed use of two WB-66D

airplanes based on minimum cost, high

degree of safety, and short development

time. The Northrop Corporation, under

sponsorship of the Air Force (with a

monetary contribution from the Federal

Aviation Administration)) ° later modified

26 The method of increasing the Reynolds number on small models in wind tunnels involves increasing the air density

through an increase in air pressure (higher unit Reynolds number, i.e., Reynolds number based on a unit length I. The
nfinimum size of a three-dimensional type disturbance that will cause transition is smaller on a small model in an

airstream of higher density than that required to cause transition on a lull-size airplane at altitude (and. theretiwe. Imvcr
density) at the same relative distance from the leading edge.

27 Albert E. yon Doenhoff and Albert L. Braslow, "+The Effects of Distributed Surface Roughness on l+aminar I+lmv.'" in

Boumtao'-Layer and Flow Control - Its Principles and Application, Vol. 2, edited by G. V. Lachmann (Oxltwd. London.

New York, Paris: Pergamon Press, 1961 ), pp. 657-681.

28 ALB files, LHA, notebook on Norair and LRC Memos re X-21: memo for LaRC Associate Director, 17 June 1960.

29 Weather effects include the effects of icing+ precipitation, clouds+ and low-frequency atmospheric turbulence.
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Figure 4. One of
two X-21 active

laminar-flow-control

airplanes.

these airplanes with slotted suction wings

and designated them as experimental

aircraft X-21A and X-21B (Figure 4).

Beginning with the first development-

engineering review of the X-21A in

January 1963, the author acted as a NASA
technical consultant to the Air Force. 3_

Northrop began flight research in

April of 1963 at Edwards Air Force Base.

Several problems arose early in the

project that consumed significant periods

for their solution. Principal among these

was the old surface smoothness and

fairness problem 3: and an unexpected

severity of a spanwise contamination

problem. With respect to the smoothness

and fairness problem, in spite of a con-

certed effort to design and build the

slotted LFC wings for the two airplanes to

the close tolerances required, the resulting

hardware was not good enough.

Discontinuities in spanwise wing splices

were large enough to cause premature

transition. Putty, used to fair out these

discontinuities, chipped during flight with

resulting roughness large enough to

trigger transition.

The combination of X-21 wing

geometry, flight altitudes, and Math

numbers was such that local turbulence at

the attachment line, e.g., from the fuse-

lage or induced by insect accumulation,

caused turbulent flow over much of the

wing span (spanwise contamination)) _At

about the same time, British flight tests of

a swept slotted-suction wing mounted

vertically on the fuselage of a Lancaster

bomber indicated similar results (Figure

5)? _ Although flight experimentation and

small-scale wind-tunnel tests by the

British had previously indicated the

existence of the spanwise-contamination

problem, its significance had gone

unrecognized. With the large-scale X-21

flight tests and further wind-tunnel tests,

Northrop developed methods for avoid-

ante of spanwise contamination. The

phenomenon is now understood but

30 ALB files, LHA, notebook on Norair and LRC Memos re X-21: memo for LaRC Associate Director, 10 December
1963.

31 See ALB files, LHA, notebook on Norair and LRC Memos re X-21: memo to Air Force Aeronautical Systems
Division from Charles J. Donlan, Acting LaRC Director, dated 2 January 1963, and for other memos and program
reviews.

32 Surface smoothness is a measure of surface discontinuities like protuberances or steps. Surface fairness is a measure
of the degree of waviness of surface contour (shape).

33 On a sweptback wing, the line at which the airflow divides to the upper and lower surfaces is called the attachment
line. If the boundary layer at the attachment line becomes turbulent lbr any reason and if certain combinations of wing

sweep, wing leading-edge radius, and flight conditions exist, the turbulence spreads outward along the attachment line
and contaminates (makes turbulent) the boundary layer on both wing surfaces outboard of the initial turbulence.

34 R.R. Landeryou and P.G. Porter, Further Tests o/'a Laminar Flow Swept Wing with Boun&trv Layer Control by

Suction (College of Aeronautics, Cranfield, England, Report Aero. No. 192, May 1966).
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Figure 5. Swept,

suction-type
laminar-flow-

control wing

mounted vertically
on Lancaster

bomber.

requires careful attention in the design of

large LFC aircraft? _

Another problem that was uncovered

during the X-21 flight tests was associated

with ice crystals in the atmosphere.

Researchers noted that when the X-21

flew in or near visible cirrus clouds,

laminar flow was lost but that upon

emergence from the ice crystals, laminar

flow was immediately regained. G.R. Hall

at Northrop developed a theory to indicate
when laminar flow would be lost as a

function of atmospheric particle size and
concentration?" Little statistical informa-

tion, however, was available on the size

and quantity of ice particles present in the

atmosphere as a function of altitude,

season of the year, and geographic

location. Therefore, the practical signifi-

cance of atmospheric ice particles on the

amount of time laminar flow might be lost

on operational aircraft was not known.

By October of 1965, attainment of

"service experience comparable to an

operational aircraft." one of the program's

principal objectives, had not even been

initiated because of the effort absorbed by

the previous problems. To proceed with

this initiative, the advisors to the Air

Force recommended that a major wing
modification would be needed before

meaningful data on service maintenance

could be obtained? 7 This, unfortunately,

was never done because of various

considerations at high levels of the Air

Force, probably predominantly the
resource needs of hostilities in Vietnam.

Much extremely valuable information,

however, was obtained during the X-21

flight program, supported by wind-tunnel

and analytical studies. At the end of the

program, _s flights attained laminar flow

on a fairly large airplane over 95 percent
of the area intended for laminarization.

Unfortunately, top management in gov-

ernment and industry remembered the

difficulties and time required to reach this

point more than they did the accomplish-

ment.

35 W. Pfenninger, Lamitmr Flow Control-Laminariz+ation (AGARD Special Course on Concepts for Drag Reduction,

AGARD Report No. 654, June 1977).

36 G.R. Hall, "'On the Mechanics of Transition Produced by Particles Passing Through an Initially Laminar Boundary

Layer and the Estimated Effect on the LFC Performance of the X-21 Aircraft" (Northrop Corp., October 1964).

37 ALB files, LHA, folder labeled X-21 Tech Reviews: USAF Aeronautical Systems Division X-21 DAG Review

Agenda and Attendees with Report of Review Group on X-21A Laminar Flow Control Program, 8 November 1965.

38 Special Section, -Laminar Flow Control Prospects," Astronautics and Aeronautics 4, no. 7 (July 1966): 30-62. This
section contains articles by several different authors. On X-21, see also document 2 at the end of this monograph.
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Post X-21 Research on Suction-Type

Laminar-Flow Control

Hiatus in Research

With the cessation of military support,

a general hiatus in the development of

active laminar-flow control technology
ensued in the United States from the mid-

1960s to the mid-1970s. Other interest

was lacking because of two principal

reasons: 1) a lack of a contemplated need

for very long-range missions for commer-
cial aircraft for which the benefits of

active laminar-flow control were a

necessity and 2) the fact that the price of

jet fuel was then so low that the estimated

fuel-cost savings for commercial trans-

ports with ranges of interest was almost

offset by estimated increases in manufac-

turing and maintenance costs. Researchers

did perform significant analytical work

and conceptual studies during this period.

however'.

Resumption of Research

In 1973, Gerald Kayten, who was

Director of the Transportation Experiment

Program Office in the Office of Aeronau-

tics and Space Technology at NASA

Headquarters, phoned the author with a

request that he prepare a "white paper" on

potential technology advances that might

reduce the use of fuel by commercial air

transports. The request was in response to

increased prices and increasingly insecure

sources of petroleum-based fuel resulting

from the oil embargo imposed by the

Organization of Petroleum Exporting

Countries in 1973. NASA, at that time,

was pursuing technological improvements

in various aircraft disciplinary areas

(identified and evaluated in the Advanced

Transport Technology Systems and

Design Studies) _ to reduce aircraft noise

and pollution, to improve economics, and

to reduce terminal-area delays. The

resultant "white paper," printed December
20th of 1973, 4o recommended that the

technological advances identified for

these purposes be pursued with an in-

creased emphasis on their potential for
fuel reduction. It also identified additional

possibilities in the aeronautical disciplines

tot fuel conservation. Principal among

these, with by far the largest potential for

fuel conservation of any discipline, was

drag reduction through active laminar-

flow control. Kayten, in a telephone

conversation with the author on 14

January 1974, 4_called the paper "danm

good," and he strongly urged that we get

going quickly. He indicated, however, that

the reception by others at Headquarters

was nothing more than lukewarm. The

same was true among LaRC researchers

in management positions who believed

that the problems previously evident in
the laminar-flow research were so severe

as to render the technology impractical

and that any further efforts would only
detract from the resources available for

other research endeavors.

Because of this continued adverse

reaction from many in positions of

authority, start of a significant program on
active laminar-flow control was continu-

ally deferred. Leaders of various groups

during the next couple of years, however,

initiated tasks to identify and recommend

Research and Technology (R&T) activi-

ties that would be required to develop

potential fuel-conservation technologies.

The tbllowing are examples of the studies

that resulted. In March of 1974, the

American Institute of Aeronautics and

Astronautics (AIAA) assembled a group

of 91 of its members in a workshop

conference. The objective was "to review

39 These studies were made under the Advanced Technology Transport (ATT) Program at LaRC under the direction of
Thomas A. Toll.

40 Albert L Braslow and Allen H. Whitehead, Jr., Aeronautical Fuel Conservation Possibilities for Advanced Subsonic

Transports (Washington, DC: NASA TM X-71927, 20 December 1973).

41 ALB files, LHA, chronological notebook on Advanced Technology Transport Office (later called Advanced Transport

Technology Office and later changed in emphasis to Aircraft Energy Efficiency Project Office): note dated 1-14-74.
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anddiscussthetechnologicalaspectsof
aircraftfuelconservationmethodsandto
recommendtheinitiationofthosemea-
sureshavingthebestprospectsfor short-
termandlong-termimpact."Oneof the
resultantconclusionswasthatadvancesin
associatedtechnologiessincethe1960s
warrantedareevaluationof theapplica-
tionof laminar-flowcontrolin thedesign
of futurelong-rangetransportaircraft.42In
Novemberof 1974,theAeronauticsPanel
of theDOD/NASAAeronauticsand
AstronauticsCoordinatingBoardestab-
lishedanewsubpanelonAeronautical
EnergyConservation/Fuels,cochairedby
A. Braslow,NASA/LaRCandA.Eaffy,
USAF/Pentagon.4_The task was to

"review the on-going NASA and DOD

programs and recommend increased
activities in fuel-conservation technolo-

gies where deficiencies were noted." The

subpanel supported further research on

LFC, including flight-testing? 4 Also

recommended was the need for system-

technology studies with fuel conservation

as a primary criterion so that the applica-

tion of the various technological advances

could both separately and by interaction

produce further significant fuel savings? 5

In 1975, NASA sponsored a Task Force of

engineers from within NASA, the Depart-

ment of Transportation (DOT), Federal

Aviation Administration (FAA), and

Department of Defense (DOD) to exam-

ine the technological needs and opportu-
nities for achievement of more fuel-

efficient transport aircraft and recommend

to NASA an extensive technological

development program. The Task Force

published its recommendations on 9

September 197546 and the Langley

Director, Edgar M. Cortright, immediately
established a Laminar-Flow-Control

Working Group, chaired by the author, "to

define a program of required R&T
activities. ''47 After definition of detailed

plans and a process of evaluation, advo-

cacy, and approval by NASA manage-

ment, the U.S. Office of Management and

Budget (OMB) and the U.S. Congress, the
Task Force's recommendations evolved

into the NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency

(ACEE) Program. The Office of Aeronau-

tics and Space Technology (OAST) at

NASA Headquarters managed the pro-

gram.

The ACEE Project Office was estab-

lished at the LaRC 4x to define, implement

and manage three of six Program ele-

ments. The three elements were Compos-

ite Structures, Energy Efficient Transport

(subdivided into Advanced Aerodynamics

and Active Controls), and Laminar-Flow

Control? _)The acceptance of active

42 "'Aircraft Fuel Conservation: An AIAA View" (Proceedings of a Workshop Conference, Reston, VA, 13-15 March,
edited by Jerry Grey'. 30 June 1974).

43 ALB files, LHA, folder labeled Aeronautics Panel, AACB, Energy Conservation/Fuels: Minutes of Special Meeting,
NASA/DOD Aeronautics Panel, AACB, 11 November 1974, and Memorandum to Members of the Aeronautics Panel,
AACB, 25 November 1974.

44 ALB files, LHA, tk)lder labeled Aeronautics Panel, AACB, Energy Conservation/Fuels: Report of the Subpanel on
Aeronautical Energy, Conservation/Ft, els, Aeronautics Panel, AACB, R&D Review, 5 December 1974, sect. 4.1.2. See

docunmnt 1 at the end of this monograph.

45 Ibid., sect. 3.8.

46 NASA Task Force,lbrAircrqtt Fuel Conservation Technology (Washington, D.C.: NASA TM X-74295, 9 September 1975).

47 See document number 3 at the end of this monograph.

48 ALB files. LHA. Project Plan. Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program, Langley Research Center, L860-001-0, May 1976.

Inserted is a page sumnmrizing some key, events.

49 Ralph J. Muraca was Deputy Manager for LFC to Robert W. Leonard, ACEE Project Manager in the LaRC Projects
Group headed by, Howard T. Wright. The author acted as Muraca's assistant.
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laminar-flowcontrolwithsuction(LFC)
aspartof the NASA ACEE program was

based on the success of the previous

experimental programs in attaining

extensive regions of laminar flow on an

operational airplane and more recent

advances in materials and manufacturing

technology that might make LFC more

economically attractive. The principal

motivation was the potentially larger gain

in transport-aircraft performance resulting

from laminarization of the boundary layer

over wing and tail surfaces as compared

with all other technological disciplines.

Formulation of the approved program

received very extensive input and support

from the air-transport industry? ° An

important example was the active partici-

pation of people from the industry in an

LFC technology workshop held at the

Langley Research Center on 6 and 7

April 1976. 5_Representatives of the

airlines, manufacturers of large aircraft

and aircraft engines, and individuals with

expertise in LFC from the industry and

government attended? _ Objectives were to

review the state of the art, identify and

discuss problems and concerns, and

determine what was necessary to bring

LFC to a state of readiness for application

to transport aircraft. The ACEE Project

Office relied heavily on the discussions.

A change in LFC emphasis from the

previous military application to the more

difficult one of commercial transports,

where manufacturing and operational

costs are more important, made the LFC

task even more challenging. The objective

of the LFC element was to provide

industry with sufficient information to

permit objective decisions on the feasibil-

ity of LFC for application to commercial

transports. It was expected that the

technology developed would be appli-

cable to but not sufficient for very long-

range or high-endurance military trans-

ports. The focus was on obtaining reliable

information regarding the ability to

provide and the cost of providing required

surface tolerances as well as on the ability

to maintain laminar flow in an airline

operational enviromnent. Improvements

in computational ability for providing a

reliable design capability were also of

importance in the event practicality could

be established. Implementation of the

three project elements involved a major

change in Agency philosophy regarding

aeronautical research--a judicious

extension of the traditional NACA

research role to include demonstration of

technological maturity in order to stimu-

late the application of technology by

industry.

The ACEE/LFC project to bring

active LFC from an experimental status to

"technology readiness" for actual applica-

tion required solutions to many difficult

technical problems and entailed a high

degree of risk--characteristics that

dictated reliance on government support.

A phased approach to require that

progress in each area be evaluated prior to

funding the next phase was accepted as a

means of controlling the large resource

commitments required and of alleviating
the concern about the risk factor. This

approach led to considerable heartburn in

the project office in its attempt to com-

plete a successful overall development in

a timely fashion; a need to wait for

successful results on intermediate steps

was required before there could be

adequate advocacy for the inclusion of

subsequent phases in an annual govern-

ment budget cycle. The project office

50 ALB files, LHA, notebook labeled Industry Comments: responses from industry top management to letter from

Robert E. Bower, LaRC Director for Aeronautics, requesting response to five specific questions regarding LFC: internal

ACEE Project Office memos on visits to industry to review detailed program proposals: and personal notes on trips to
industry.

51 ALB files, LHA, Workshop on Laminar Flow Control held at LaRC, compiled by Charles T. DiAiutolo, 6-7 April
1976.

52 General chairmen were Adelbert L. Nagel and Albert L. Braslow of LaRC.
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adopted the following guidelines fl)r the

LFC part of the program: "'technology

readiness" should be validated by the

aircraft industry, and in particular, by

those companies involved in production

of long-range aircraft: the program should

be cognizant of technological advances in

other disciplines where those advances

would be of particular benefit to LFC or

where their application to future turbulent

jet transports appeared likely: and the

program should build on the existing data

base, in particular, the USAF X-21 flights

and associated programs previously
discussed.

Research from the Mid-1970s to the

Mid-1990s

For various reasons, the ACEE/LFC

project required flight research in the

following activities:

• Determination of the severity of the
adverse effects of surface contamina-

tion by insects on the extent of laminar

flow and the development and valida-

tion of an acceptable solution

• Evaluation of LFC surface and wing

structural concepts employing ad-
vanced materials and fabrication

techniques

• Development of improved aerodynamic

and acoustic design tools and establish-

ment of optimized suction criteria

• Validation of airfoil and wing geom-

etries optimized for LFC

• Validation of high-lift devices and

control surfaces compatible with LFC

• Demonstration of predicted achieve-
ment of laminar flow and validation of

acceptable economics in the manufac-

ture and sale commercial operation of

LFC airplanes.

A few flight programs that investi-

gated aerodynamic phenomena associated
with attaimnent of natural laminar flow

(NLF) provided information that was also

of importance to active laminar-flow

control at high subsonic speeds. These are

discussed in the following subsections

along with those that used LFC.

Figure 6. F-111/
TACT variable-

sweep transition
flight experiment.
(NASA photo ECN
3952)
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Natural Laminar Flow (NLF) on Swept

Wings: F-Ill/TACT and F-14

Of principal significance in NLF

flight research done with an F-111 air-

plane and an F-14 airplane was quantifi-
cation of the adverse effect of crossflow

instability due to wing sweep. Research-

ers installed supercritical, natural laminar-

flow airfoil gloves on an F-111 aircraft

(Figure 6), re-designated as the F-11 !/

TACT (Transonic Aircraft Technology)

airplane, and tested it in early 1980 at the

Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC) _3

through a range of sweep angles? 4 These

results were limited by a restricted

spanwise extent of the gloves, an abbrevi-

ated test schedule (caused by the required

return to the Air Force of the borrowed

aircraft), and limited instrumentation. _5

The results, _6 however, provided the basis

for a follow-on program with another

variable-sweep aircraft (an F-14 on loan

to NASA from the Navy, Figure 7) that
enabled attainment of a much broader and

more accurate transition database. The F-

14 research began in 1984 at the DFRC

and was completed in 1987. _7

Flush static-pressure orifices and

Figure 7. F-14

variable-sweep

transition flight

experiment. (NASA

photo)

53 From 1981 to 1994, Dryden was subordinated to the NASA Ames Research Center as the Ames-Dryden Flight
Research Facility, but to avoid confusion I will refer to it as DFRC throughout the narrative.

54 NASA flight-test participants were: Einar K. Enevoldson and Michael R. Swann, research pilots; Lawrence J. Caw
followed by Louis L. Steers, project managers; Ralph G. (Gene) Blizzard, aircraft crew chief; and Robert R. Meyer, Jr.,

followed by Louis L. Steers, DFRC principal investigators. For an example of a flight report on the F- 111 with the NLF

gloves, see document 5 at the end of this monograph.

55 ALB files, LHA, folder labeled SASC 1980-81: memo on Natural Laminar Flow Flight Tests At DFRC On F- I I 1

Aircraft, August 1980.

56 Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, Preliminary Design Department, F-Ill Natural lxm_inar Flow Glove Flight Test

Data Analysis and Boundal3, I_o,er Stability Analysis (Washington, DC: NASA Contractor Report 166051, January 1984).

57 NASA flight-test participants were: Edward T. Schneider and C. Gordon Fullerton, research pilots; Jenny Baer-
Riedhart, project manager: Bill McCarty, aircraft crew chief; Harry Chiles, instrumentation engineer: Robert R. Meyer,

Jr., chief engineer; Marta R. Bohn-Meyer, operations engineer; Bianca M. Trujillo, DFRC principal investigator; and
Dennis W. Bartlett, LaRC principal investigator.
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surface arrays of hot films 5_were distrib-

uted over gloves with a different airfoil

contour on each wing to determine local

wing pressures and transition locations.
Data from these sources and associated

flight parameters were telemetered to the

ground and monitored in real time by the

flight-research engineer. Figure 8 presents
results from the F-Ill and F-14 swept-

wing flight research along with results

from low-speed wind-tunnel research in
the LaRC Low-Turbulence Pressure

Tunnel (previously mentioned in the Early
Research section) and the Ames Research
Center 12-Foot Tunnel. The results are

presented as the variation of the maxi-

mum transition Reynolds number with

wing leading-edge sweep. The research

engineers, al-ter careful consideration of

the differences in accuracy of the various
data, have judged that the extent of
laminar flow (a direct function of the

transition Reynolds number) is unaffected

by wing sweep up to a value of about 18

degrees. At higher sweep angles, the

extent of laminar flow is appreciably

reduced by crossflow disturbances. The

F-14 transition data also provided suffi-

cient detailed information to improve the

understanding of the combined effects of

wing cross-sectional shape, wing sweep,

and boundary-layer suction (even though
suction was not used on the F- 14) on the

growth of two-dimensional and crossflow

disturbances. 5'_This improved understand-
ing permits a significant increase in

maximum transition Reynolds number

through the use of suction in only the

leading-edge region of swept wings in
combination with an extent of favorable

pressure gradient aft of the suction, a

concept called hybrid laminar-flow
control (HLFC), to be discussed later.

Noise: Boeing 757

Under a NASA contract, the Boeing

Company performed flight research in

1985 on the wing of a 757 aircraft (Figure

9) to determine the possible effects of the

acoustic environment on boundaryqayer
transition. Because of a lack of sufficient

data on the acoustic environment associ-

ated with wing-mounted high-bypass-
ratio turbofan engines, a concern about

1945
1960 Figure 8. Maximum
1980 transition Reynolds
1985 number as a
1987 function of wing

sweep.

58 The hot-film sensors consisted of nickel-film elements deposited on a substrate of polyimide film with an installed
thickness of less than 0.007 inch. Electric current is passed through the nickel elements and circuitry maintains a constant
element temperature. The changes in current required to maintain the temperature constant are measured when changes
in bot, ndary-layer condition cause changes in cooling of the elements. The difference in cooling between a laminar and
tt,rbulent boundary layer and the fluctuating variations during the transition process from laminar to turbulent can then
be measured and the transition location determined.

59 R.D. Wagner, D.V. Maddahm, D.W. Bartlett, F.S. Collier, Jr., and A.L. Braslow, "Laminar Flow Flight Experiments,"
from Transonic Symposium: Them3'. Application, and E.q_eriment held at Langley Research Center (Washington. DC:
NASA CP 3020. 1988).
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Figure 9. 757

transport noise

experiments.

potential adverse effects of engine noise

led to a belief that the engines needed to

be located in an aft position on the

fuselage. This location has a potentially

severe adverse impact on performance

and LFC fuel savings. Boeing replaced a

leading-edge slat just outboard of the

wing-mounted starboard engine with a

10-foot span smooth NLF glove swept

back 21 degrees. Seventeen microphones

were distributed over the upper and lower
surfaces to measure the overall sound

pressure levels, and hot films were used to

measure the position of transition from
laminar to turbulent flow. The starboard

engine was throttled from maximum
continuous thrust to idle at altitudes of 25

to 45 thousand feet and cruise speeds of
Mach 0.63 to 0.83.

Although this flight research was not

expected to provide answers on noise

effects for all combinations of pertinent

parameters, it did provide important

indications. The most important was that

engine noise does not appear to have a

significant effect on crossflow distur-

bances so that if the growth of crossflow

disturbances in the leading edge is

controlled by suction, large extents of

laminar flow should be possible even in

the presence of engine noise. If+ however,

in an HLFC application, the growth of

two-dimensional type disturbances is

comparable to or greater than the growth
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of crossflowdisturbances,enginenoise
mightbeamoresignificantfactor.The
resultswereunabletovalidatetheoretical
predictionsof the magnitude of noise

levels at high altitudes and subsonic

cruise speeds. "_

Insect Contamination: JetStar

A major concern regarding the

dependability of laminar flow in flight

inw)lved the possibility (most thought,

probability) that the remains of insect

impacts on component leading edges

during fight at low altitudes during

takeoff or landing would be large enough

to cause transition of the boundary layer

fiom laminar to turbulent during cruise

flight. As a first step, the LaRC measured
the insect remains that had accumulated

on the leading edges of several jet air-

planes based at the Center. The Langley
researchers calculated that the insect

remains were high enough to cause

transition, even at altitudes as high as

40,000 feet. < (Remember that an increase

in altitude alleviates the adverse effect of

surface roughness in that the minimum

height of roughness that will induce

transition increases as altitude increases.)

An observation, however, had been made

previously by Handley Page in England

where fight tests of a Victor jet indicated
that insect remains eroded to one-half their

height alter a high-altitude cruise flight.

The Langley researchers, therefore,

deemed it necessary to investigate further

the possible favorable erosion but, if

erosion was determined to be insufficient

to alleviate premature transition at cruise

altitudes, to develop and validate an

acceptable solution to the insect contami-

nation problem.
Researchers at the DFRC and the

LaRC used a JetStar airplane at Dryden

(Figure 10) in 1977 to investigate the

insect-contamination problem. < With

Figure 10. JetStar
aircraft and re-

search team for

investigation of
insect contamina-

tion. Left to right:
back row-

Thomas C.

McMurtry, test pilot;
Kenneth Linn,
instrumentation

technician; Rob-

ert S. Baron,

project manager;

Donald L. Mallick,

test pilot; Walter

Vendolski, aircraft

mechanic; John B.
Peterson, Jr., LaRC

principal investiga-

tor; front row --
Albert L. Braslow,

LaRC; James A.

Wilson, aircraft

crew chief; William

D. Mersereau, flight

operations; David
F. Fisher, DFRC

principal investiga-

tor. (Private photo

provided by author)

60 Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, Flight Survey of the 757 Flight Noise Fiehl and ltx EJl_,¢'ton Laminar
Boumlarv Laver Transition. Vol. 3: Extended Data Amzlvsis (Washington, DC: NASA CR178419, May, 1988).

61 The calculations were based on wm Doenhoff and Braslow, "The Effects of Distributed Surface Roughness on

Laminar Flow,- pp. 657-681, cited in footnote 27.

62 Dave Fisher was principal investigator at DFRC, and Jack Peterson formulated the program under the direction of the
at, thor at the LaRC.
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contract support of the aircraft manufac-

turer, the Lockheed-Georgia Aircraft

Company, they modified the left outboard

leading-edge flap. Five different types of

superslick and hydrophobic surfaces were

installed in the hope that impacted insects
would not adhere to them. in addition,

researchers installed a leading-edge

washing system and instrumentation to

determine the position of boundary-layer

transition. Dryden research pilots first
flew the airplane with an inactive washer

system on numerous airline-type takeoffs

from large commercial airports. They flew

at transport cruise altitudes and then

landed at DFRC for post-flight inspection.

These early tests indicated that insects

were able to live in an airport noise and

pollution environment and accumulated

on the leading edge. The insects thus

collected did not erode enough to avoid

premature transition at cruise altitudes. It

is probable that insect impacts at the

much higher transport takeoff speed, as

compared with the slow takeoff speed of

the previously mentioned Victor airplane,

initially compresses the insects to a

greater degree where further erosion does

not take place. None of the superslick and

hydrophobic surfaces tested showed any

significant advantages in alleviating
adherence of insects. The need for an

active system to avoid insect accumula-

tion, then, was apparent/'3

Although researchers had considered

many concepts for such a system over the

years and had tested some, none had been

entirely satisfactory. The results of the

flight research using the leading-edge

washer system that had been installed on

the JetStar leading-edge flap showed that

a practical system was at hand. The tests

showed that keeping the surface wet while
encountering insects was effective in

preventing insect adherence to the wing

leading edge. After insect accumulation

was permitted to occur on a dry surface

spray could not wash the insect remains

off the leading edge (somewhat akin to

the inability of an automobile windshield

washer alone to remove bug accumulation

from the windshield). The pilots, named

in Figure 10, had flown the airplane with

the spray on at low altitudes over agricul-

ture fields in an area with a high density

of flying insects in order to give the wet-

surface concept a severe testY Supporting

analyses at LaRC also indicated an

acceptable weight penalty of a washer

system equal to less than one percent of

the gross weight of an LFC transport

airplane.

Leading-Edge Flight Test (LEFT)

Program: JetStar

Planning for a flight test program to

provide definitive information on the

effectiveness and reliability of LFC began

at LaRC soon after approval of the ACEE

Program. The Langley ACEE Project

Office expended considerable effort in

consideration of candidate flight vehicles.

Representatives of the airlines and

transport manufacturers strongly advo-

cated the need for a test aircraft equal to

the size of a long-range transport (as

indicated in the question and answer
session of the 1976 LFC Workshop, cited

in footnote 51) to provide meaningful

results with respect to aerodynamic,
manufacturing, and operational consider-

ations. Government managers applied

equally strong pressure towards the
selection of a smaller size for cost rea-

sons. The Project Office eventually

fornaulated a satisfactory solution that

fulfilled both requirements. It decided to

restrict the tests to the leading-edge region

of a laminar-flow wing suitable for a

high-subsonic-speed transport airplane
because the most difficult technical and

design challenges that had to be overcome

63 David F. Fisher and John B. Peterson, Jr., "Flight Experience on the Need and Use of Inflight Leading Edge Washing
for a Laminar Flow Airfoil," AIAA Aircraft Systems and Technology Conference, Los Angeles, CA (AIAA paper 78-
1512, 21-23 August 1978).

64 Details of these flight tests are included in ibid.
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befl_re active laminar-flow control with

suction could be considered a viable

transport design option were (and still are)

embodied in this region. The external

surfaces at the leading edge must be

manufactured in an exceptionally smooth

condition (smoother than necessary at

more rearward locations) and must be

maintained in that condition while subject

to foreign-object damage, insect impinge-

ment. rain erosion, material corrosion,

icing, and other contaminants. In addition,

an insect-protection system, an anti-icing

system, a suction system, and perhaps a

pur,,e_, system and/or a high-lift leading-

edge flap must all be packaged into a

relatively small leading-edge box volume.

Most of these problems equally affect the

concept of hybrid LFC and the concept of
active laminar-flow control with suction

to more rearward positions.

The Project Office then selected the

same JetStar airplane that was previously
used for the initial insect-contamination

flight research. The test article would be

dimensionally about equivalent to the

leading-edge box of a DC-9-30 airplane, a

small commercial transport, where

solution of the packaging problems would

provide confidence for all larger HLFC

and LFC airplanes with suction to more

rearward positions. Its choice, however,
did not receive unanimous concurrence.

Dr. Pfenninger, who was then employed

by the LaRC, strongly objected to selec-

tion of an airplane with a leading-edge

sweep as high as the JetStar's (33 de-

grees) because he expected greatly

increased difficulty in handling the large
crossflow disturbances that would be

introduced. _'_The Project Office accepted

the risk, however, after extensive feasibil-

ity studies and technical evaluations of

several candidate aircraft. 66

Selection of the most promising

approaches to satisfaction of LFC systems

requirements for both slotted-surface and

perforated-surface configurations was

based on several years of design, fabrica-

tion and ground testing activities. 67The

Douglas Aircraft Co. and the Lockheed-

Georgia Aircraft Co. were the major

contributors to this activity. Unfortu-

nately, the Boeing Co. did not participate

initially because of a corporate decision to

concentrate its activities on the develop-

ment of near-term transport aircraft.

Boeing became active in the laminar-flow

developments later. Inasmuch as no clear-
cut distinction existed at that time be-

tween multiple slots and continuous

suction through surface perforations made

with new manufacturing techniques

(although continuous suction had aerody-

namic advantages), the Project Office

prudently decided to continue investiga-

tion of both methods for boundary-layer

suction. The Lockheed-Georgia Aircraft

Company installed a slotted configuration

on the left wing, and the Douglas Aircraft

Company installed a perforated configura-

tion on the right wing. The leading-edge

sweep of both wing gloves was reduced

from the wing sweep of 33 degrees to 30

degrees to alleviate the crossflow instabil-

ity problem somewhat. Figures 11-13

present illustrations of the airplane and

the leading-edge configurations.

The design of the slotted arrangement

represented a leading-edge region for a

future transport with laminar flow on both

surfaces in cruise flight and included

0.004-inch-wide suction slots (smaller

than the thickness of a sheet of tablet

65 ALB files, LHA, pocket-size "'Memoranda" notebook: entry dated 2 September I976.

66 ALB files, LHA, fl_lder labeled LaRC Internal Memos on LFC dated 12/3/75 to 11/16/78: Memo to Distribution from

Ralph J. Muraca, Deputy Manager, LFC Element of ACEEPO on Feasibility Studies of Candidate Aircraft ['or LFC
Leading Edge Glove Flight -- Reqt, esl for Line Division Support, 16 November 1978.

67 Albert L. Braslow and Michael C. Fischer, "'Design Considerations for Application of Laminar-Flow Control Systems
to Transport Aircraft." presented at AGARD/FDP VKI Special Course on Aircraft Drag Prediction and Reduction at the
yon Ktirmfin Institute for Fluid Dynamics, Rhode St. Genese, Belgium on 20-23 May 1985, and at NASA Langley on 5-

8 August 1985, in AGARD Rept. 723, Aircn{ft Drag Predictioll and Reduction (July 1985): 4-1 through 4-27.
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Figure 1 la. JetStar
Test-bed aircraft for

the NASA Leading-

Edge Flight Test

program.

Figure 11 b. JetStar
aircraft and team

for Leading-Edge

Flight-Test Pro-
gram. Left to right:

J. Blair Johnson,

aerodynamics
engineer; Gary

Carlson, aircraft

mechanic; Michael
C. Fischer, LaRC

principal investiga-
tor; James Wilson,

aircraft crew chief;

Donald L. Mallick,

test pilot; David E
Fisher, DFRC

principal investiga-
tor; John P. Stack,
LaRC instrumenta-

tion technician;

Edward Nice,

aircraft mechanic;

Ron Young,
instrumentation

engineer; Earl
Adams, DFRC

instrumentation

technician; Robert

S. Baron, DFRC

project manager;
Russell Wilson,

aircraft inspector;

Richard D. Wagner,

LaRC project

manager; unidenti-

fied; Fitzhugh L.
Fulton, test pilot.

(NASA photo ECN

30203)

paper) cut in a titanium surface. "s The

slots that encompassed the wing stagna-

tion line also served the dual purpose of

ejecting a freezing-point depressant fluid

fihn for anti-icing and for insect protec-

tion. During climb-out, these slots were

purged of fluid and they joined the other

for a future transport with laminar flow on

the upper surface only--an approach that

can provide future transports with signifi-

cant simplifying advantages at the ex-

pense of a somewhat higher drag. In the

design of future transports with upper-

surface suction only, the adverse effect of

7

d test section

suction slots for laminarization of the

boundary layer under cruise conditions.

The design of the perforated arrange-

ment represented a leading-edge region

a loss in lower-surface laminarization will

not be as great as one might expect

because the skin friction is higher on the

upper surface due to higher local veloci-

68 No leading-edge high-lift device was required for the transport aircraft conceptualized by Lockheed for this applica-
tion of LFC.
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_- Electron-beam

-- \ tPi_arf'n_ramfesdkin

0.015 in.

ii_ ............................. 0.0025 in. diameter

Spra 14--"--"---De-icerinse,-J

:Suct,ononuppe s=eon,,' "Suction through electron-beam-perforated skin

• Leading-edge shield extended for insect protection thickness

• De-icer insert on shield for ice protection

• Supplementary spray nozzles for protection from
insects and ice

ties. A relatively small extension in upper-
surface laminarization, therefore, can be

used to significantly attenuate the in-

creased drag of the lower surface.

The advantages of laminarization of

only the upper surface include several

features. Conventional access panels to

wing leading- and trailing-edge systems

and fuel tanks can be provided on the
wing lower surface for inspection and

maintenance purposes without disturbing

the laminar tipper surface. Laminarized

surfaces in areas susceptible to lkweign-

object damage are eliminated. The wing
can be assembled from the lower surface

with the use of internal fasteners: this is

much preferable to concepts that use
external fasteners, where the fasteners
could induce external disturbances. The

initial manufacturing costs and the

maintenance costs are reduced. Upper-

surface-only laminarization also will

permit deployment of a leading-edge

device for both high lift and shielding

from direct impacts of insects. Deploy-
ment, when needed, and retraction into

the lower surface, when not needed, will

be permitted because the need for strin-

gent surface smoothness on the lower
surface will be eliminated. The test

arrangement used such a device with an

auxiliary nozzle to spray freezing-point

_Suction only , # JetStar spar

_ 0.004 in. slot
\ /

_ Collector duct

_Suction_ Collector
= _ _- Nomex coreinsect/ice _ , duct outlet

protection _ Suction only

• Suction on upper and lower surface

• Suction through spanwise slots

• Liquid expelled through slots for
protection from insects and icing

Figure 12. Leading-
Edge Flight-Test
program perforated
test article.

Figure 13. Leading-
Edge Flight-Test
program slotted
test article.
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depressant fluid for anti-icing and to

provide conservatism in the elimination of

insect adherenceY Finally, Douglas used

a system for reversing the flow of air

through the perforations on the test

arrangement to remove possible residual
fluid.

Use of electron-beam technology

made possible, for the first time, manufac-

ture of holes of a small enough size and

spacing to avoid introduction of aerody-

namic disturbances as large as those that

had previously caused premature transi-

tion in wind tunnels. The successful use

of laser "drilling" of holes followed later.

The perforations in the test arrangement
on the JetStar were 0.0025 inch in diam-

eter (smaller than a human hair) and were

spaced 0.035 inch apart in a titanium skin

(over 4,000 holes per square foot of

surface area). Only very close inspection
would reveal a difference between a

perforated-wing surface and a solid one.

In general, instrumentation was

conventional but careful attention was

required to avoid any adverse interference
with the external or internal airflows. An

unconventional instrument called a

Knollenberg probe (a laser particle

spectrometer) was mounted atop a ventral

pylon on the fuselage upper surface to

measure the sizes and quantities of

atmospheric ice and water droplets. A

charging patch, mounted on the pylon

leading edge, provided a simple way to

detect the presence of atmospheric

particles and an impending loss of laminar

flow by responding to the electrostatic

charge developed when ice or water

droplets struck the aircraft surface. The

patch was investigated as a possible low-

cost application to future laminar-flow

airplanes.

The Dryden Flight Research Center

again conducted the flight tests, y° After

initial tests to check out and adjust all

systems and instrumentation, the principal

effort focused on demonstration of the

ability to attain the design extent of

laminar flow under routine operational

conditions representative of LFC subsonic

commercial airplanes and on provision of

insight into maintenance requirements.

Simulated airline flights included ground

queuing, taxi, take off, climb to cruise

altitude, cruise for a sufficient time to

determine possible atmospheric effects on

laminar flow, descent, landing, and taxi.

Conditions representative of airline

operations included one to tour operations

per day and flight in different geographi-

cal areas, seasons of the year, and

weather. Also, as in the case of commer-

cial airline operations, the airplane
remained outdoors at all times while on

the ground and no protective measures

were taken to lessen the impact of adverse
weather or contamination on the test

articles. In order not to increase pilot

workload in the operation of LFC air-

planes, the suction system was operated in

a hands-off mode (except for on-off

inputs).

All operational experience with the

LFC systems performance (for both

perforated and slotted configurations)

during the simulated-airline-service

flights was positive. 7_ Specifically, during

four years of flight testing from Novem-

ber 1983 to October 1987, no dispatch

delays were caused by LFC systems.
Laminar flow was obtained over the

69 After the early JetStar flight tests on the effectiveness of wetting the leading-edge surfaces for prevention of insect
adherence, analyses and wind-tunnel tests of live-insect impacts were made by both Lockheed and Douglas to develop

detailed arrangements of leading-edge-protection methods for their selected LFC configurations.

70 NASA Flight-test participants were: Donald L. Matlick and Fitzhugh L. Fulton, research pilots: Robert S. Baron,
project manager; Ronald Young, instrumentation engineer; David E Fisher followed by M.C. Montoya, DFRC principal

investigators; and Michael C. Fischer, LaRC principal investigator. For background to the flight testing, see document 4
at the end of this monograph.

71 Dal V. Maddalon and Albert L. Braslow, Simuklted-Airline-Service Flight Tests of Laminar-Flow Control with

Pe@_rated-Surfitce Suction System (Washington, DC: NASA Technical Paper 2966_ March 1990).
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leading-edgetestregionsasplannedafter
exposuretoheat,cob.l,hunlidity,insects,
rain,freezin+,rain,snow,ice,andmoder-
atett,rbulence.Removalof ground
accumulationsof snowandicewasno
moredifficult thanthethen-normal
procedureslkwtransportaircraft.No
measurabledegradationof thetitanium
surfacesoccurred.Surfacecleaning
betweenflightswasnotnecessary.Pilot
adjustmentof suction-systemoperation
wasunnecessary.Thesimpleelectrostatic
"'chargingpatch"deviceappearedtooffer
aninexpensiveandreliablemethodof
detectingthepresenceof icecrystalsin
flight (moreabouttheatmospheric
particleproblemlater).

Theemergenceof electron-beam
perforatedtitaniumasawingsurfacethat
metthesevereaerodynamic,structural,
fabrication,andoperationalrequirements
forpracticalaircraftapplicationswas
consideredto beamajoradvancein
laminar-flowcontroltechnologybythe
principalgovernmentandindustry
investigators.Fabricationof theslotted-
surfacetestarticleresultedinasuction
surfacethatwasonlymarginallyaccept-
able,resultinginpoorerperlk+rmance.
Somefurtherdevelopmentof slotted-
surfacemanufacturingtechniques,
therefore,was(andis)still required.Also
neededisproofof satisfactoryaerody-
namicperfommnceof theperforated
surfaceatlargervaluesof length

Reynoldsnumber,i.e.,to distancesgreater
thantheendof theleading-edgetest
article.Nevertheless,thesimulated-
airline-serviceflightssuccessfullydemon-
stratedtheoverallpracticalityof baseline
designsfor leading-edgeLFC systems for

future commercial-transport aircraft, a

major step forward.

Surface Disturbances: JetStar

In 1986 and 1987, the LaRC LFC

Project Office, which had continued

research on LFC after termination of the

ACEE Project, 7++took advantage of the

continued availability of the JetStar

airplane at the DFRC to further the

quantitative database on the effects of

two- and three-dimensional-type surface

roughness and on the effects of suction

variations. 7_The most significant results
that were obtained concerned clarification

of the quantitative effects of crossflow

due to sweep on the roughness sizes that

would cause premature transition. As

indicated many times in this monograph,

the adverse effect of surface protuber-

ances on the ability to maintain laminar

flow was the primary inhibiting factor to

the practicality of LFC. Although an

empirical method of determining the

quantitative effects of surface roughness

on transition had been developed much

earlier for unswept wings, 7_some indica-
tions had later become available 75 that

wing sweep (crossflow effects) might

72 Richard D. Wagner headed the LaRC LFC Project Office during the 1980s (at first, still under ACEE) and was followed
by ES. Collier, Jr. The author+ alter his retirement from NASA in 1980, continued to provide significant input into the
planning, analysis and reporting of much of the experimental research and development activities through local aerospace

contractors. Dal V. Maddalon was technical monitor lor these contracts. See ALB files, four folders labeled SASC (Systems
and Applied Sciences Corporation) and one folder labeled Analytical Services and Materials, Inc. (April, 1980 through Sept.,
1993).

73 Dal V. Maddalon, ES. Collier, Jr., L.C. Montoya, and C.K. Land, "Transition Flight Experiments on a Swept Wing with
Suction" (AIAA paper 89- t 893, 1989); Albert L. Braslow and Dal V. Maddalon, Flight Tests of Three-Dimensional &+1face
Rouehm, vs in the Hi gh-Cros_llow Region of a Swept Wing with Laminar-Flow Control (Washington, DC: NASA TM

109035, October 1993); Albe.-t L. Braslow and Dal V. Maddalon, Flight Tests o.lSu_face Roughness Representative of
Construction Rivets on a Swept Wing with Lzm#nar-kTow Control (Washington, DC: NASA TM 109103, April 1994).

74 See yon Doenhoff and Braslow, "The Effects of Distributed Surface Roughness on Laminar Flow," pp. 657-681,
cited in footnote 27.

75 Dezso George-Falvy, "In Quest of the Laminar-Flow Airliner--Flight Experiments on a T-33 Jet Trainer," 9th
Hungarian Aeronautical Science Conference, Budapest, Hungary (I 0-12 November 1988).
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exacerbatetheroughnesseffects.Analysis
of theadditionalJetStardata7_'indicated
thattheadverseeffectof crossflow
occurredfor two-ratherthanthree-
dimensionaltyperoughness.77

Figure 14 plots a roughness Reynolds

number parameter against the ratio of

roughness width to height. 7_The symbols

represent data for unswept wings with no

type roughness (ratios of roughness width

or diameter to height of approximately 0.5

to 5.0) located in a high crossflow region

is the same as that previously established

in zero crossflow: 2) only for more two-

dimensional type roughness (roughness

width to height ratios equal to or greater

than approximately 24) will high

crossflow decrease the permissible height

Figure 14. Com-

parison of swept-

wing surface

roughness data

with unswept-wing
von Doenhoff-

Braslow data

correlation.
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[ I
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crossflow except for a group of three

identified for swept wings in high
crossflow. TMThe vertical bracket indicates

a range of roughness data obtained on the

sweptback JetStar in a region of high

crossflow. The horizontal line represents

other roughness data obtained on the

JetStar in both low and high crossflow.

The important conclusions are: I) for

practical engineering application, the

permissible height of three-dimensional

of roughness; and 3) for values of rough-

ness width to height ratios equal to or

greater than approximately 30, develop-

ment of a different criterion for permis-

sible roughness height is required. Infor-
mation of this kind is crucial for the

establishment of the manufacturing

tolerances and maintenance requirements

that must be met for surface smoothness.

76 From the second and third sources cited in tk_otnote 73.

77 For any reader interested in a brief summary of the basic two- and three-dimensional roughness effects on laminar
flow without crossflow, the discussion on pages 2-4 of the second citation in footnote 73 is recommended.

78 From Figure 7 of the third source cited in footnote 73.

79 See von Doenhoff and Braslow, "The Effects of Distributed Surface Roughness on Laminar Flow," pp. 657-68 I, cited

in footnote 27.
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Atmospheric Ice Particles: Boeing 747s

and JetStar

As indicated in the section on the

post-World War !1 to mid-1960s period,

the practical significance of atmospheric

ice particles on the amount of time

laminar flow might be lost on operational

aircraft was not known because of a lack

of information on particle concentrations.

Unanalyzed cloud-encounter and particle-
concentration data became available from

the NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)

Global Atmospheric Sampling Program

(GASP) in the late 1970s. From March

1975 to June 1979, NASA obtained data

with instruments placed aboard four 747
airliners on more than 3,000 routine

commercial flights that invoh'ed about
88,000 cloud-encounters, s°

With the GASP data, Richard E.

Davis of the LaRC estimated average

cloud-cover statistics for several long-

distance airline routes. He then made

conservative estimates of the probable

loss of laminar flow on these major airline

routes by assuming that all chmd encoun-

ters cause total loss of laminar flow, i.e.,

that the percentage loss of laminar flow

on a given flight is equal to the percentage

of time spent within clouds on that flight.

For further conservatism, he assumed that

pilots would make no attempt to avoid

flight through clouds. Figure 15 is an

example of the potential laminar-flow loss

on some of the major airline routes--Los

Angeles-Tokyo, New York-London, and

New York-Los Angeles. The figure also

includes a world average. These results

now make it apparent that cloud encoun-

ters during cruise of long-range commer-

cial air transports are not frequent enough

to invalidate the large performance

improvements attainable through applica-
tion of LFC.

Figure 15. Potential
laminar-flow loss

on some major
airline routes.

80 William H. Jasperson, Gregory D. NasJrom, Richard E. Davis, and James D. Holdeman, GASP Cloud- and Particle-
Encotmter Statistics, and Their Application to LFC Aircra/t Studies, Vol. I: Analysis and Conclusions', and Vol. I1:
Appendixes (Washington, DC: NASA Technical Memorandum 85835, October 1984).
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Figure 16. Possi-
bilities of laminar

flow on swept

wings.
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In addition, during the JetStar LEFT

program, the Dryden flight-test team

measured the size and concentration of

atmospheric particles encountered at the

same time they measured the degree of

laminar-flow degradation. With these

LEFT measurements, Davis at LaRC

provided some validation of the Hall

theory of laminar-flow loss as a function

of atmospheric particle size and concen-
trationY _

Hybrid Laminar-Flow Control

(HLFC): Boeing 757

The hybrid laminar-flow control

concept integrates active laminar-flow

control with suction (LFC) and natural

laminar flow (NLF) and avoids the

objectionable characteristics of each. The

leading-edge sweep limitation of NLF is

overcome through application of suction

in the leading-edge box to control
crossflow and attachment-line instabilities

characteristic of swept wings. Wing

shaping fi)r favorable pressure gradients

to suppress Tollmien-Schlichting instabili-

ties and thus allow NLF over the wing

box region (the region between the two

wing structural spars) removes the need

fl_r inspar LFC suction and greatly

reduces the system complexity and cost? _-

HLFC offers the possibility of achieving

extensive laminar flow on commercial or

military transport aircraft with a system

81 See Hall, "On the Mechanics of Transition," cited in footnote 36.

82 Examples of additional complexities associated with suction over the wing box include: manutkLcture of a structural

box of sufficient strength and light weight with slots or perlk)rations over a much more extensive area of the wing skin:
extensive internal suction ducting that decreases the internal wing volume available for storage of airplane fuel: larger

suction pump(s) than otherwise needed; an increased difficulty in providing the required surface smoothness and fairness
for maintenance of laminar flow over inspection panels in slotted or pertk_rated surfaces when laminarization of both
upper and lower surfaces is desired: and a need to avoid hazards due to possible leakage of fuel into the suction ducting.

These complexities, along with other special features, increase airplane weight and manufacturing costs as well as
maintenance costs.
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no more complex than that already proven

in the LEFT program on the NASA
JetStar.

The relative place of HLFC, LFC and

NLF in the wing-sweep-to-aircraft-size

spectrum is indicated in Figure 16. On a

grid of chord Reynolds number vs.

quarter-chord sweep are plotted various

items. The shaded area indicates the

approximate chordwise extent of natural

laminar flow attainable on a wing with

initially decreasing surface pressures in

the direction towards the trailing edge

(upper left plot). Ranges of wing chord

Reynolds number in cruise for four

commercial transport airplanes are

superimposed--for the Douglas DC- 10,

Lockheed L-1011, Boeing-757 and

Douglas DC-9-80 airplanes. For each

airplane, the wing chord Reynolds

number decreases along the span from

root to tip because of a taper in the wing

planform.

The figure indicates that natural

laminar flow can be attained only on

regions of the wings near the wing tips.

As the wing-section chord increases

(increased Re) due to either a location

nearer the wing root or an increase in

airplane size, the chordwise extent of

laminar flow decreases (due to increased

Tollmien-Schlichting instabilities). Also,

less laminar flow is attainable as the wing

sweep increases (due to increased

crossflow instabilities). The use of wall

suction, however, permits the mainte-

nance of laminar flow to large chordwise

extents at both high sweep and large size

(high Reynolds number), as indicated by

the X-21 data point, but at the expense of

complexities due to the extensive suction

system. A combination of principles for
active laminar-flow control and natural

laminar flow--hybrid laminar-flow

control (HLFC)--greatly increases the

size of high subsonic-speed airplanes for

which large extents of laminar flow can

be obtained as compared with natural

laminar-flow airplanes. For example,

compare the chord Reynolds number for

Figure 17. Improve-

ment in lift-to-drag
ratio due to laminar

concepts.
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Figure 18. 757

subsonic hybrid
laminar flow control

flight experiment.

(NASA photo L-90-

9549)

60-percent chord laminar flow with

HLFC on the upper surface with the chord

Reynolds number fk)r natural laminar flow

(of a smaller relative extent) on Citation

111 and Lea[jet airplanes, also plotted in

Figure 16.

Figure 17 plots the percentage

improvement of lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) _
lk_r each of the three laminar-flow con-

cepts as compared with a turbulent

airplane, plotted as a function of airplane

wing area. The figure shows a large

improvement ill L/D tk/r HLFC as com-

pared with NLF. For the larger airplanes,

of course, appreciably larger benefits are
obtained with active laminar-flow control

with suction to positions farther aft. As in

the case of LFC farther aft, the concept of

hybrid laminar-flow control requires

smoothness of surface finish and contour

as well as protection from insect residue

and ice accumulation in the leading-edge

region. The systems developed in the

LEFT program for the leading-edge

region are equally applicable tk/r the

hybrid laminar-flow control application.

Under a participatory arrangement

between the LaRC, the USAE and the

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company,

Boeing flight tested the effectiveness of

hybrid laminar-flow control on a com-

pany-owned 757 airplane in 1990. Figure

18 shows an HLFC glove installed on a

large section of the left wing. The systems

in the leading-edge wing box are very

similar to those flight tested on the JetStar

airplane--a Krueger flap *a for insect

protection and high lift; a perforated

titanium suction surface; and suction to

the front spar with an ability to reverse

flow for purging. Rather than use ejection

of a freezing-point depressant, the design

encompassed thermal anti-icing, i.e.,

reversal of the airflow and expulsion of

heated air through the perforations in the

leading-edge region. Boeing pilots flew

the airplane at transport cruise Mach

numbers and altitudes.

The primary goal was to establish the

aerodynamics of HLFC at Reynolds

numbers associated with medium-size

transport airplanes to reduce industry

83 L/D is a significant measure of aerodynamic performance.

84 "Krueger" designates a specific type of leading-edge high-lift device (flap) that retracts into the wing lower surface.

When used for an active laminar-flow control application, the llap also shields the wing from insect impacts during
takeoff and landing and when retracted unde, the leading edge tk_r cruise, does not interfere with the upper-surface
laminar flow.
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riskstoacceptablelevels.Resultswere
veryencouraging.Transitionlocationwas
measuredseveralfeetpasttheendof
suctionandwith lesssuctionthanesti-
mated.TheKruegerleading-edgeflap
provedeffectiveastheinsectshield.
Existingmanufacturingtechnology
permittedconstructionof theleading-edge
boxto laminar-flowsurface-quality
requirements.All necessarysystems
requiredforpracticalHLFCweresuc-
cessfullyinstalledintoacommercial
transportwing.s5

ResearchengineersattheLaRC
calculatedthebenefitsof theapplication
of hybridlaminar-flowcontroltoa300-
passengerlong-rangetwin-enginesub-
sonictransport,s_Withwhatappearto be
reasonableassumptionsof 50-percent
chordlaminarflowonthewingupper
surfaceand50-percentchordlaminarflow
onbothsurfacesof theverticaland
horizontaltails,HLFCprovidesa 15-
percentreductioninblockfuelfromthat

of a turbulent transport/7 Application of

HLFC to the engine nacelles has the

potential of at least an additional l-

percent block-fuel reduction with laminar

flow to 40 percent of the nacelle length, s'

Supersonic Laminar-Flow Control: F-

16XL

In the late 1980s, the Laminar-Flow

Control Project Office of the Langley

Research Center reactivated a long-

dormant consideration of LFC for com-

mercial supersonic transports as part of a

NASA technology-development program

for high-speed civil transports. As is the

case for subsonic flight, potential benefits

of the application of LFC to supersonic

transports include increased range,

improved fuel economy, and reduced

airplane weight. Reduced fuel consump-

tion will not only improve economics but

will also reduce a potential adverse

impact of engine emissions on the earth's

ozone layer from flight of supersonic

airplanes at higher altitudes than those for

subsonic flight. Additional benefits of

reduced airplane weight at supersonic

speeds are a decrease in the magnitude of
sonic booms _9and a reduction in commu-

nity noise during takeoff2 ° Also, the lower

skin friction of laminar boundary layers as

compared with turbulent boundary layers

is of even more importance at supersonic

speeds than at subsonic speeds because

the associated aerodynamic heating of the

surface by the skin friction is an important

design consideration at supersonic

speeds2 _The Boeing Commercial Air-

plane Company and the Douglas Aircraft

Company of the McDonnell Douglas

Corporation, < both under contract to the

LaRC LFC Project Office, first studied

needed aerodynamic modifications and

associated structural and systems require-

ments to arrive at a realistic assessment of

the net performance benefits of super-

85 A generally-available technical report on the HLFC flight tests has not been published.

86 Richard H. Petersen and Dal V. Maddahm, NASA Research <m Viscous Drag Reduction (Washington, DC: NASA TM

8451 g, August 1982).

87 Block fuel is the fuel burned from airport gate to airport gate, excluding fuel burned due to any delays.

88 ALB files, LHA, P.K. Bhutiani, Donald F. Keck, Daniel J. Lahti, and Mike J. Stringas, "Investigating the Merits of a

Hybrid Laminar Flow Nacelle, Thc Leading Edge" {General Electric Company, GE Aircraft Engines, Spring 1993).

89 The magnitude of a sonic boom is proportional to the airplane lift which is proportional to the airplane weight at a

given cruise speed. If sonic-boonl ovcrpressures are reduced below a value of one pound per square foot, overland
supersonic cruise nlav become allowable.

90 Takeoff m_ise is reduced by a reduction in takeoff thrust requirements resulting from lower weight.

91 Reduced aerodynamic heating increases material options, enhances the potential for unused fuel as a heat sink for

airplane environmental control systems, and dec,eases the detectability of military aircraft.
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Figure 19. Two-
seat F- 16XL

Supersonic Lami-
nar-Flow-Control

flight research
aircraft with a

suction glove
installed on the left

wing. (NASA photo

EC96-43831-5 by

Jim Ross).

sonic-LFC implementation. Although

promising conclusions were reached, the
studies indicated the need for additional

research and development specific to the

supersonic application. Recommendations

were made for supersonic flight research on
HLFC?_

Alter additional analyses, wind-tunnel

testing and exploratory flight research at the

DFRC on two prototype F- 16XL airplanes

denoted as ship I and ship 2, DFRC also

flight researched a laser-perforated titanium

glove installed on the left wing of ship 2

(Figure 19). '_4Under LFC Project Office

management, the Rockwell Corporation and

the Boeing Company manufactured and

installed the glove and the Boeing and

Douglas Companies supported DFRC with

the flight research and analysis. Specific

objectives were to determine the capability

of active LFC to obtain a large chordwise

extent of laminar flow on a highly-swept

wing at supersonic speeds and to provide

validated computational codes, design

methodology, and initial suction-system

design criteria for application to supersonic

transport aircraft. To make accurate mea-

surements, the investigators installed an

extensive array of hot-film, pressure, and

temperature instrumentation and provided

real-time displays of the measurements.

They completed thirty-eight flights with

active boundary-layer suction and experi-

enced very few problems with the suction

systemY 5 The laminar-flow data are

currently restricted in distribution.

92 Now part of Boeing.

93 A.G. Powell, S. Agrawal, and T.R. Lacey, Feasibility a,d Bern, fits o['Laminar Flow Control on Sul_ersonic Cruise

Airphmes (Washington, DC: NASA Contractor Report 181817, July 1989); Boeing Commercial Airplane Company.
Application of Laminar Flow Control to Supersonic Tra,sport Cot!figztration._ (Washington, DC: NASA Contractor
Report 181917, July 1990).

94 NASA flight-test participants were: Dana Puritk_y and Mark P. Stucky, research pilots; Marta R. Bohn-Meyer and
Carol A. Reukauf, project managers: Michael R Harlow, aircraft crew chief: Lisa J. Bjarke, DFRC principal investigator:
and Michael C. Fischer, LaRC principal investigator.

95 See document number 6 at the end of this monograph for the flight log of the F- 16XL number 2.
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Status of Laminar-Flow Control

Technology in the Mid-1990s

The status of laminar-flow control tech-

nology in the mid-1990s may be summa-
rized as follows:

• Design methodology and related

enabling technologies are far advanced

beyond the X-21 levels.

• Improved manufacturing capabilities

now permit the general aviation indus-

try to incorporate natural laminar flow
in some of its aircraft designs for chord

length Reynolds numbers less than 20
million, but active laminar-flow

control, required for larger aircraft and/

or aircraft with highly-swept wings, has

not yet been applied to any operational
aircraft.

• Although some additional structural

and aerodynamic developments are

required, the recent programs have

brought the promise of laminar flow for

moderately large and very large sub-

sonic transport aircraft much closer to
fruition than ever before.

• Hybrid laminar-flow control simplifies

structure and systems and offers

potential for 10- to 20-percent improve-
ment in fuel consumption for moderate-
size subsonic aircraft.

• Hybrid LFC may be the first applica-

tion of suction-type laminar-flow

control technology to large high-

subsonic-speed transports because of its

less risky nature.

• Although much of what has been
learned about subsonic laminar-flow

control is applicable to supersonic

speeds, considerable additional work is

required betk)re supersonic laminar-
flow control can be applied to opera-
tional aircraft.
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AACB

ACEE

AGARD

AIAA

Attachment line

Chord

DAG

DFRC

DOD

DOT

FAA

GASP

Glove

Hall

HLFC

Krueger flap

LaRC

LEFT

Length Reynolds number

Glossary
Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board

Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program

Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research & Development, North

Atlantic Treaty Organization

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

On a sweptback wing, the line at which the airflow divides to the

upper and lower surfaces

The length of the surface from the leading to the trailing edge of an

airfoil

Division Advisory Group

Dryden Flight Research Center

Department of Defense

Department of Transportation

Federal Aviation Administration

Global Atmospheric Sampling Program

A special section of an airplane's lifting surface, usually overlaying

the basic wing structure, that is designed specifically for research

purposes

Originator of a theory that indicates when laminar flow would be lost

as a function of atmospheric particle size and concentration

Hybrid Laminar-Flow Control

A specific type of leading-edge high-lift device (flap) that retracts into

the wing lower surface. When used for an active laminar-flow control

application, the flap also shields the wing from insect impacts during

takeoff and landing and when retracted under the leading edge for

cruise, does not interfere with the upper-surface laminar flow.

Langley Research Center

Leading-Edge Flight Test

When the representative length in the |kwmulation of the Reynolds

number is chosen as the distance from the body's leading edge to the

end of laminar flow, the resultant length Reynolds number can be

used as a measure of the length of laminar flow attained.
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LeRC

LFC

LTPT

NACA

NASA

NLF

OAST

RAE

Reynolds Number

Three-dimensional type surface
disturbances

Two-dimensional type disturbances

TACT

Tollmien-Schlichting instabilities

USAF

WADD

Lewis Research Center (now Glenn Research Center)

Laminar-flow control

[Langley] Low-Turbulence Pressure Tunnel

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Natural laminar flow

Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology of NASA

Royal Aircraft Establishment

A non-dimensional value equal to the product of the velocity of

a body passing through a fluid, the density of the fluid, and a

representative length divided by the fluid viscosity.

Three-dimensional type surface disturbances are those with

width or diameter to height ratios near a value of one.

Examples of two-dimensional type disturbances are stream
turbulence, noise, and surface irregularities having large ratios

of width (perpendicular to the stream flow direction) to height,

like spanwise surface steps due to mismatches in structural

panels.

Transonic Aircraft Technology

Very small two-dimensional type disturbances that may induce
transition to turbulent flow--named after German aerodynami-

cists Walter Tollmien and Hermann Schlichting.

United States Air Force

Wright Air Development Division
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4,1 Aerodynamics

¢.l.l Form and Induced Drag

The recommended program concer_s the development of new

wing concepts and configurations that offer potential for fuel conservation

by reducing wing form and induced drag. Specifically, research on induced

drag reduction concepts should _xploit the relaxed restraints on wing

geometry which are possible through the applications of advanced materials,

active controls and advanced airfoils. Higher aspect ratios and lower wing

sweep than currently used in existing aircraft are two areas where slgnif-

icant gains in the reduction of form and induced drag may b_ achieved. In

order to realize these benefits, wind tunnel research must be done to

optimize wing planforms. Also included in the program are studies to

develop high design lift coefficient supercritical airfoils, necessary for

suppression of transonic drag rise of high aspect ratio wings.

Studies of winglets at _he Langley Research Center by

Dr, R. T. Wbitcomb are sufficiently promising to encourage increased effort.

This fuel conserving concept has the attractive feature that it seems _osslble

to retrofit existing aircraft with wCnglets, and thereby effect a near-term

introduction of a fuel conserving concept into commercial and military

service. Continued wind tunnel developn_ent of this concep'c is needed, and

studies should now be undertaken to address the practical aspects of using

winglets {e.g. - evaluations of structural weights, assessments of flutter

problems, and comparisons with increased aspect ratio). Pending the outco_

of these practlrality studies, an ex_stlng aircraft should be fitted _ith

• " y
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winglets and flight tested to verify the performance gains. Consideration

should be given to a Joint USAF/)_ASAflight program with a milltary trans-

port such as a KC-135.

4.1.2 Skin Friction

Although much of the required basic work in laminar flow

control has been done, some aerodynamic research is needed.to evaluate the

effectiveness of now available lightweight porous or perforated composite

materials as suction surfaces and to examine the application of LFC on

supercrltlcal alrfoi] sections. However, the primary need now is to

bridge the gap between the aerodynamic experiments that have been done

and the manufacturing and operational data needed for commercial or mi|itary

transport design. This will require structural evaluations of LFC con-

cepts to assure satisfactory performance of suction panels to meet the

design criteria of transport aircraft and total systems integration studies

to address the details of LFC co_nponentmatching, suction surfaces, ducts,

and suction compressors. Finally, a flight progra_will be required.

This program will supply manufacturing data and experience, maintenance

data, and operational experience essential to implementation of this

energy-saving concept by the airframe manufacturers. A fundlng level for

this flight program,beglnnlngin the late 1970's, is anticipated to be

approximately 60 million dollars.

Research on cempliant w_lls is needed to uncover the mechanisms

involved in the drag reduction phenomenon. Compliant materials should be
I

studied to dete_nine the properties which are important to achieve drag

4O



reduction and establish criteria to assure sound applications of

compllant materials to aircraft, As the R&T efforts on compliant

waT1s proceed, liBited f1_ght testing of the _ost promising materials

couTd begin. SMall panels of comp?iant materials would be fitted to

aircraft in order to evaluate the durability of the mater|als in the

flight environment. Rith the selection of the most promlsing material,

a large panel would then be fitted to the fuselage of an existing air,raft

and local skin friction reductions verified with in_fllght_surem_nts.

A small effort is included In the proposed program

to continue R&T on air injection through s]ots as a mea_s o? reducing

turbuTent friction. Studies wJl_ be made to estabTish the effectiveness

of this concept at low speeds.

4.1.3 Propulsion-Airframe Integratlon

The propulsion integration research is directed

toward the reduction of aerodynamic drag and the development of favorable

interference llft by proper integration of the propulsion system with

the alrframe. Fuel conserving concepts to be investigated would include

the use of over-the-wing jet-blowing to reduce the induced drag; airframe,

nacelle, an_ pyTon contouring in reduce Instal]atio_ drag; and the use

of thrust vectoring with supercirculation to improve cruise lift-drag

ratios.

As indicated in the "Technical Opportunities" Section,

propulsion integration studies are generally inhibited by a lack of capa-

bility in our wind tunnel facilities to adequately s_mulate Reynolds number.

Therefore, this panel endorses the.construction of high Reynolds number

4_



facilities to meet this need.

4.1.4 Aerodynamics of Controls

To achieve maximum benefits from the applications of

acttve controls to comercl_l and military transports, more tn?ormation

ts needed on the optlalzation of control scrfaces On supercritica] wings.

These control surfaces could tnclude leading and trailing edge controls,

upper and lower surface spo|lers, and other innovative concepts cuch

as ttp-mm_nted su_rfaces. Force and both steady and unsteady pressure

measurements would be made on wind tunnel models to deftne chordwise

and spanwise load distributions, hinge-moments, and control surface

rate and amplitude requfremnts.

4.].5 Unconventional Aircraft Conftgur&tlons

Aerodynamic studies are needed to support development of

unconventional aircraft concepts which can lead to significant energy con-

servatton. Span loader concepts, for example, require the development of

suitable thick airfoils; optimum airfot] contours for thickness rattos

exceeding 20 percent rest be detemined.

The skewed wing concept has indicated in early tests that

high cruise efficiency can be achteved over the Mach number range from 0.7

to ].4. Further study is required to develop optimized skewed _ng de-

signs, evaluate aeroelastic behavior, and propulsion integration effects.

In FY 1977, flight tests for a manned aircraft modified to accommodate an

obllque wing ts proposed,
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AEBOITAUTICAL S'/ST_,I@ DIVISION

'!

RSPO_ OF. P,._'__7 GROUP ON

X-21A LAMII:AR _LOW COI_OL PROGRAM

14-15 ' Octabaz" 1965

)IORAIR DITIISION_ NORTHROP CORP.

I__%,'Y£HOR_I__ CALTI_ORNIA

,'Z:_

8 !.lovembez, 1965

l)octuncnt 2--Rct_ort of Review Group on X-21A Laminar Flow Control Program
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I. INTRODUCTIO:; A)ID HISTORICAL PJ_l_g:

A. The X-21A Lamlunr Flow Control ])omonotratlon l_-oEram was initiaeed

in Au_-ust, 1960_ followinE _horot4)h studies an_ a recor._mendation by the

Solentifi_ Adviso_j Board Aerospace Vehicles Panel. With &he l_edlotahle

and repeatable _tt_i?J, smt in fligh5 of la_o leminam a_e_s at hl_h ohor_

Reynolds numbers, the program has now reaohe_ _ oruclal sta_o. The proof

of full operational pr_o_icabillty under field oo_Itlono emerges as

fins.l_ essential obJootlvo yet to be a_oompli_hed. If suooeoefulp suGh a

demonstration would complete _uoh of the groundwork neceooar¥ fo_ a_plyln_

LPC to a suitable military prototype.

B. _e detailed progress of _he X-21A prosTam is well dooumcnte_ and

n_ed. not he dms_ribed hers. By v/_Z of 5ackeTound, reference is _de _o

the SAB Report of the Aerospace Vehicles Paaml on "Boundary Layer Control",

25 June 1959. The _rogram was reexamined by the Vehicles Pzeel in reports

dats_ November _961 and November 1962. Mo_e recently, the A_D Division

Advisory Group held an_ re_orted on an extensive review of 2_23 June _964,

an_ there was a USAF Program Review on _3 January I_65,

G. As a folloa_-up step $0 the t_';oreviews cited above, the n_ea'for

the 'present revlow was relter_ted in a letter, datsd 17 September 1_65,

from Comm_nder_ Ressarch and Technology Diviaio_ AFS_. The intentien had

been to aesembls the original commi_te__of last year which was composed of

several individuals from _ho DAG an_ SAB plus r_presenta*.ives of the

airframe industxDr _ I_A_,% and FAA. Because only on__ D2._ member could attend,

it was a_-r_sd to includs n_n-DAG participants in the executive sessions

and as si_n,%tories of this document, which fact expl_ins _;hy it o_nno% be
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formally identifiel as a DAG repozt. Tho ohalrman _xp2esaes' his appreoiatlon

for the able p_tiolpatlon and suppo_ of all industry, NASA an_ PAA

representativesj as _ii as to %he man_ Norair Division ._ersonn_l for

effioient, responsive preeent_tion.

D. The revicwlng eom,,it%ae finds that mQst, but _ot a/Ip of the

technical rooof_ondations ma_e in the June 1964 repot% have been _horoughly

Implemon%o_. The requirement for further fli£h_ research of & fun_en_al

aolentifie n_ture is,howev_rp re___&ed as secondary iu compe/'ison wlth

_he eax'ly _ccumu_stion of field oparation_l expe_le_e on the X-21A. 'Thls

conclusion is elaborated in Section II below. A_ expeditiously ai possible

the remain_e_ of the p_oEr_m must be co orientc_ -_s %o maximize ire

technolcgica.l and operational contrlbutlon-- tOW_ potentlal devs].opm_n_

of a military pro%ot'e embod, yin_ LFC. Altho_h a number of questions are

• ye_ to be anewere_, %he conrad[tree dlsouseed an_ was f_vo_ably impressed by

such concepts as lam_narizim G portions of the win_ of -_ largo mili%sa-y

_ranspor_ (e,g., one or tyro dr_xro from the C-_A line). _e oom_it_e

recommends %hat US_F intensify ire stu_ y of _u_h ap_lloations ,n_ ascertain

%h_ merits of LFC -- rei_tive to or in comblna±lo_ with reduoed-_ engines,

hyd/_n fu_l, 0%0. -- as a means for increasing range, on_wance an_/_r

p_71oa_.

_I. C0;_CLUSIONS AI_D r_CO_/_DA?IONS

_'_e oo:_i%teo's conclusions s._e or_anize_ _e re_pouuee %o the five

questions oou%ained in the chartering letter. Po_ com._letenoss_ these

q_cotlo_s s/*e _Iso repro_uce_ here.

A, ('_/h_t is _he significance 0._ r_zu!ts achiev._.i _'ri_%_ %he pas_

y0_?") A numbu2 of deflni%e results ha'co been obt_in_ I_% th_ arozs of
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o_redy_amics, struo%_ee _nd en_-___or_sntal i_flue_es, I_ a bro_ Wa_r,

it c_n b. said that distinct pro_-ress has boon _ade and that a number of

questions and probl_ms which existed last year ,ow have fairly clear an_lers.

The results derived f_om work on these questions and problems will be

enumer._ted ar_ discussed,

i. Aero_ynamlCS. • Save fgr•ecme uncertantles re_r_ir_; leadir_--

edge ce_taminatlo_ b_ turbulence from the fiselage, the committee concludes

that rafts h_v_ verified %he me%boa of asrodyasmie _ee!6-n. The basis _or

this statement is tha_ the desl_n remains as ari_inally l_d. _.ov_ severs/

year= a_o, except far the leaaln@-eS_Ee modifications. In mid-i_64 it _s

believed that the cause of the trouble with the isadin_ edge ha@ been

found. The resulting theory _ppeams to have been confirmed, and desi_

critorl_ to _voi_ the difficulty have been established.

=sans for controlling 1oa_ins--ed4_e contamination from the fusel_

have been doveloI>ed ar_ proven in flight. _hey are %v_ in number: a

special fence and a sustion le_ing-edge portion containing v_rtieal slots.

On som_ pazts of the win_ Immin_ rung up to length Rey_l_s

number 46 million have Besn demm_strate_. Last year c_nsis_ently obtained

maxima wore less th_u half this figure. Genor_l reeear=h and en_ineeri_

W_rk h/_Ve prosTessed to the point ';:here aerodynamic design 9roeo_ s"!,',-

able for ._eynolds numbers of 60 million are knovm. Th_-y weald, however,

rsquii-s flight verlfi_ation.

Some direct over-all drag measumements by sp_sd-p_._er p_ecedures

have been marc, resulting in good s4Teement with predictions. Slot design,

with r_ard to size, has bsen plaeou _ on a more _uantitativc basis by m_ns

of a Reynolds number criterion do_cr:_!ned from l_bor_c_y tests.
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ii. 8tru_tur_l...Sarfaco Criteria, Knc_71ed_a ham _een gained concerning

two aep_ots of the lamlnari_0_ win_ surfs_e_

1, A p_sviousl)" suggoste_ criterion for the allo_Table size

o_ _ingls su_fsme waves has Been confirmed in _ll_ht,

2. V£bration of isolated ps.nels at a discrete fre_ueucM has

not llst_bel the lami_ flow,

Altho_b the maximum pormlsslble waviness has not been established, ,the

p_ssent re_u_remgnta San be mat usir_ os_eful m_nufacturin_ t©chni%ueo,

The vibration and _oustic tes_m i_dloate _hat noise _va_smitte_ through

the s_ruotu_e e_ Ioo_i panel resonances will 'probably n_t be a problem

fo_ LFO airplanes,

iii, ._nvlronnwnt° Appreciable new Informative h_s b_en g_Ined

uenusrnlr_ the effeots of local onvlron_nt on the functioning of the

l_inarlzed wlr_e

I. _-_ternal no.ise: Ix_i_t_r flow Fsr_istod to 8oun_ levels

apprcxlma%ol7 _ dh abo_ the eet_bllsh%_ _riteri_n. The maxlmum allowable

level was not determlne_ hut _ttr_her te_t_ _e proposed using _n @oou_tic

generater in th_ upper fueel_ge.

2° Xnterna/ noise: Noi@e 6onmrated within the LF_ suction

ducts io_s not _istu_b the laminar fle_ unless %h_ d_0t is forcel at

r_sonan% frequenoles that produoe unu_ually l'_rgs _istu_b_noe_ outside

the suction slot_.

3. ¢iou_s_ Although laminariSy is lost during flight through

clo_is, it is reestablished a few seoon_s after rnturn to clear air.

4° Tu._ulsr_e_ Atmosphe_io turbulence of a bevel to change the

w_ng _le _f attack through _I ° an_ to produce _0.3_ of C.G. acceleration

does ._ot dis%u.rh the Ismina_ fl_w.

4
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5. Off--_eei_u Pli_ht: Small _Iter_tions in flight condition _ C L

0.04 or_ H _ O.O3)_ resulting from m_neuvers or chang'so in spee_ or •

altitude, have not affected the laminar flow _o au appreciable extent.

6. Insect Contamin_tions Surface contamination due to insec_ s_Tikes

has not diatttr1>e4 the lemina_ floaT. Howeverp the flights h&va been made in

a desert ar_ where th_ insect population is notably sparse and of small

size. The favorabl's r_sults so far are not necessarily Indlcative of the

effects of world-_;i/e operstlon.

B. ('_r_at technical and operational considerations are as yet

u_anawered?") _he concluclon was res_hed m_r_ y_sms ago, based en ex_onsive

analysis and v_ini-_nmal studies on smooth molele under osmefully controlled

ooniitisnsj that ism_e srcas of ismina_ flow could _e maintalnel at high

Reynolds numbszs by means of boundery laye_ control. •On the b_sis of

these and subse%_ent invosti_ations_ the technical approach tO aerodynamically

designing an LFC wing has become reasonably well understood, although

detailed des_n of a p_rtieula_ application will continue to require

gpeolfic wind tunnel testa.

The !_rim_y _uestioRs whloh have not been completely an_'_e_e@ throUgh

the years relate to the pr_tical aspects of app!ying LvO to a fu!l-._:__le

airpl_ne. They may be itemized more G_eclfice/ly as follo'_s_

i. Can the structure he designo_ and fahrioa%ud in such a .-ray that

the surfaces comply with the stringent criteria on roushuess and r_vinoss?

_Wna_ are ±he ,weight au_ complexity of the structure?

ii. If such a structure can be manufactured, to what extent does

the sumface deteriorate under operational conditions?
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iii. '_ha% ar_ _ho _If_Iculties involved in maintainln_ %he win_ in

a euf/icisnt_y smao_h oo_i_ion to ensure the _tainmsnt Df ex_nsiv@

laminar flow on a ruu%iDs %asis? The problems cf keepln_ the surface free

from _oh _latu_b_n_ee ae insectsj m_ds Paint o_o.s ass ±mplie_ hope+

i_° What tolo_anoe does lamina_ flow hav_ to su-h in-flight

envlmon_n_al faotcts as rain, slee_ ics crystals, olou_s an_ gusti_eBs?

V. WhL_ a_e ths effeats of maneu_srin& fliEh¢_ off-<l_si6n llf_

ooefTiolen% a_ non-_ptimum sue_ion d_is%ribu_ion?

The X-21A _s develope_ to 4_nsw_ these o_or_ional questions. Up

_o this tim the pro6_Bm has not been _le completely _o address itself

_0" them, because of d/ffloul%leS i.volve_ with %hs _asio aureole design.

These d_ffioultiB- hKV8 bO0n overcome. The commit%so oon_lu_es the% the

i_o@Tam shoul_ now bs diroo%e_ towazcl answsring _h0se quest lens.

Tt Is recmmmonda_ that_ _uIir_ the proposed operational phase employln_

%he X-2'JA w'l.._,h _. re-surfaced wi_4_ o_olflo _ttention Be dirsctod %owa_

the followlr_ oonsider_tions_

i. " _intaln_bi!ity aral relia%il_%y rasters of LF_ should he collBctod

to T]_A_ staD/[aa'_ progodures _ _q_dl-@[_11_s_ so that _ qu_.ntit&tivs

comparison oan "so ma_.o to curren5 non-L_ _v_il_bility.

iI. li%intenamcs personn_l shoul_ ]_e i-/'-_in0_; !aroCsdU_as should b_

developed and data accumuiatc& in a st_tlstic_! form useful for asssssln_

_he i.nurenenta/ penalty for inoorpor_tin_ LFC in transport %yps aircraft

in B_Tvic S.

iii. Sim_a_O_ or real missions Bhoul_ 5o eonauc%od _Tith as m_h

v.%lidity to ZI an_ world-,,_ido |._TS _per_.t£onu _s prod-cam fundin_ and _ss%

alror_ft capability pezmi_..

6
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iV. Histories! records of LF¢ material failuzss an_ maintonano_

act_vlty should Be kept aml m_d_oe_ to _n__ormat_on useful f_r f_t_

detailed desk.

v. Realistic p_nalties of LFC should _e datez'mlnod, in msg_ to

_ther _n_ onvi_'onmental factors fc_ 1_a_i_, groun_ _oteatian_ flight

pPofils ancl o%heP flight p_rfo_man_e factors.

C. ('%Tnst f_ture development effo_t is consid_rea _cessary _nd/or

desirable?"). Th_ attainment OZ an operatlon_l sui_abili'ty evalu_tlon

isthe minimum dev_lo_ment offo=t the% is absolutely n_sessar/ in ord_p

"Co _ustZfy at,-,T commitment of fLU.'_:P._-_ fu_s oil the X-Z"_A p_'o_'r,._,

The program extension she_id r_cess___ily _ focus_ on, SUpporting a

mDdi_Io_timn to the w_ng #_ha% A_._I_ bslievoo will be a_e_uats fo_ ob%ainin_

credible operations/ an_ mzintenance dm_. The tim_ os_IQate_ isras_ntod in

%he Continuatio_ Sohedulas listed By the .qorsir hrisfin_ aa Alternates I_

II, am_ IIT are much too reYaxe_ an_ co_ts co_l_ al_o _o l_e_uced by an

a_oelerate_ effort.

I%. is _eaira'ole that the oporatlon_l evaluatlon tests to _e run by

AFFfC h_vo full coordination wi_h both _TS sn_ _he Air!ire Panel of the

AlP Sta_f_ so as to i.n_re_se tho acceptability of the procod_t_o9 _nE hence.

'_'to results, Du_in_ th=. ava!uation of the fl1$ht test da%_, an airframe

mant_f_ot_ng company, _n airline operat_ a'n_ _f_ _ho _u!d _e asked to

review _n_ prep_Z'e sval_t_on reports.

I% is necessary that sufficisn5 funds be i_clu_o_ in %he %ermln_l

expsndlt_es to docume,t the dssign_ ope_atisnal an_ maintenance _ata in

a form u_-=abl8 l_y other airf_a_ manufacturers.
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It is roca_ando_ that cantinuin_ support be _iven to _,'ork on the s%ats

of the art of LFO. The eontinuo_ pursui_ of roaoarch _nd sxplora'_ary

development in this fi0l_ Ghou/_ not be entirel_V oon_izl&_nt on %he X-2|A

px'o_a_, so that en __%Ima%e se_a2at_on of Ui_l_ fun_in_ for %hoes t'_ro

t_q_oe of _tivity seems doslr.%ble. _plora%ory dsv_lopment funds a_pear

to be the lo_ioal channol_for suppart..

D. ("Haa 'the n_ed fo_ th_ major mo_ifioa_Ion been _ustifie_? H) It

was a ooneenaua Of %h_ oom_ittee that zhe noe_ fo_ some _or_. of m_jDr

modifioatlon tu +.,he X-21A wln_s, with +,he l_imam_" purpose of imro_din_ a

v_hiole suitable for realis%i_ operational %ostin_ hao _eeu j_stified. To

assu_e tlmelinees, the modified alrcr_ft should be tuzne_ ove_ to A_C

w_Yl in a_v_e of Iotas given in the Nor_i_ _A_C Con%inuatlon Schedule.

41thau_h the _a._-tlal modifioatlon proposed by Noraim is po_i_l.7 satie-

factary, morlo_s _onsid_ation _uet be _iven to _uildi_ s Wholly new set

of metal upper wir_ surfaces ne_din_ no application of filler tO _eet

aerodynamic smooth.so criteria. The c_mittee _.,asinformed %hat %hls

alterz_tive implies no lar_ percent_o l:_z'ee.so in t_ pro_a_ COSt.

The _hLTd' alternative of immsd/atsly olosin_ out %hs fl_h% prc_TSm is

l_a_ticu/a_]y undesirable at present, in view of current consideration

bein_ giv_n to the _velopmsnt of a prototyp_ lars_ ,Iiii_22 transport

witk _. _spgolall_. in the operational ame_, _h_ d_ta _,0 be _n_r_ted

with the m_lified vehicle a._a regarded as essential for s_pportin_ the

_DP _r_requio_.tee fo_ concep_ formulation on any tlO,,'_'l_,'k3 vehlole.

The scheme of eimula_n_ _n o,%Ire :_,in_ "by means of a fr._otlon of the

total X-21A w;Ln_ area_ for purposes of %he _peraZion_! ova!uatlon, is deemed

_n2ely adequate ra_hc_ then Dp_imu_-_. '._TA_tov_r _hc modification, h_{avar_

,- .: .',. [
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dramAtiC de_ee by using LFC in oomhina%ion with _,h_se o¢h_r tovhnolo_leo_

sines %hey _ r_t i,oompa_i_Io _Ith it.

Ae alread.7 D0%ed, th_ still r_maln pieces Of data _ha_ _t'e not f_17

_evolop_d but am_ essential for _onsi_ion in _n_ effectlv_no-5 stu_.

Unit Raintcn_ce _oets, operational oooto an_ structural welEh_ pensltio'o

ere _llust_tion_. l_s_theles_, the Costa/tree believes that sophie%in,ted

systems &rk_lyses (;an be undertaken in a timely fashion and that results of -

the extondhd X-21A pr_ nan be phased in 6o ae _o provide credible

oonolusione.

Technically It is fea_ibl_ to conelder psm%i_l lamlnaziza_io, of _i_,

tail and/or bo_ eur_aons, so as to a_ees these areas with their Inca_eaoed

construction coots, etc. _ in oomparison v_%h Cull In©instigation of

ae_e_Tn_lo surfaces. The t_oa is to establish neat effe_tivor_ss tradeoffs

in terms o_ paroentago of laotnarizc_ _re_, as ce_ra_ted _ith an optimized

tumbule n_-fl_ aircraf_.

TO aehieve the g_ea%eet practical value, It is impo_tan_ the% either am

existlrg hoar7 car_o airc_t o_ orm _hoee aavolopcmnt is _trmly oomaittod

sorvo as a ba_e point far the recommended anal.'.r=O_, In making eo_t coa_par-

ison_ this d_eign shculd then be modtfi_ into an optimized aeredynemi0,

etrUOtttral a_:d p_op_lsiv_ ¢onfi_-_tion for L?C application,

Prsp_Ted b_rl

Prof, Holt Ashley, S_B & DAG (5"ha!zm_n)
_. '._._. _nnon, Lockheed

_r. Enfold D. Hoekstrtt_ FAA
Lk'. Laurenc0 K. Loftln, _Sa

P_of. B,_. _ieA'sohner, Colorado $',a%o Unive_oity

L_. %_oriln Rood._ _A_A

7_. Laon_r_ ['. Ross_ .Worth American Aviation

:.h". A.k'.O. _li%h, DOU4_I_s Atrsra_t CO,

:_r. John M. _i_prses_ Tan _-oe4_ Co.
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SUBJECT: X-2_, Zaminar _io_i _ontrol Program

'TO: _mbers of Rcvlo_ Group

1_ _,7_ have reache_ a point in tlm_ anl place _vhere _ome major decisions

_u_t be m_d_ l'_ga_dlng the fu_umo of the X-21 Larainam Flc_v Gon%rol

Demonstration PI'OST'8.Cl. T_t this en_, a program _eviow has _oon or_ani_Bd :

un_ the _uspioos of the ASD Division A_visory O"roUp_ to take plaoo on

15-15 0ctober 1_6_ at the _oralr DiVIBion of the No_thro_ Corporation,

H_w_hOrne_ California. X _ou/_ _reatly apnzaeia_o your p_r%icipa%lon in %hi_

review an_ 7oum r_comm_n_tlons _s _o _he future conduot of this !_e_r_.

2. This rovie_ is a foll_-on-%o %he prepare review con_uote_ i_ June ._64

which r_sul_ed in sovsrsi _c_omme_d_%iens for _dditio_l i_st_g_tion_

testing, an_ ins_umon%_ion prior %_ _ o_mmi%men$ %o proc_c_ with _ m_jor

mo_Ifloation of the _'_i.ng. The reco_m_ndo_ rmc_Tam of wo_k hae been CDm--

pletod am_ the foll_'¢ing _uostIDns mu,_t now be addmessei_

a. _'rn_t im %he siGnlfioancs .f results m_bde_s_ &uming %h_ past year?

_. %That technical an_ ope_-ational oonsi_rations __r_ as_t un_n_red?

c. '.That future _sv_iop;lent effort is oousi_rs_ necessary anger

asslmablo?

i. _as the ne_i for the major ,_odifi0ation been jus_ifio_?

e. Ho_ zhould the _o_am be brought to _ s_tiafac%ory oonc!usion?

3. _0_ _o_pta._os of _his in,;it_tio_ _o _%r_icipa%_ ,-ro_tldbe _x)_ 6_r_.tifyin_.

Yajo_ _noral, I_kF '

commander

11
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D.

14-15 Oc_ .1965

_ror*_hz-op Ai_._._t 0o_poratlon

3901 ',T._os_twa_

.Kaw_hornD, Oalifo_ni_

(Tro_ort_tion will _e £ur_Ishe_ from th_

Ram_A_ Irm_ 8620 Airport Blvd., I_>o An6_les)

_y of Previous Reviews

No_i_ !_,_ent_tlous

_ 1. Flight Roaul_s ..

a. Laminar Aroas (Re_o_t_1>lll%y, %"urhulen_ S!_ot Investigations,

Slot Volocity _asttwomonts_ Incrustation, Le_in_

Gont_mi_tion an_ Eixea)

b. Lon_th Reynolda Number

o. l%rformance an_ 3P_ A2%alysls . ..

_. _in_ Tunnel Resul"_s + (Nor_2 _ Ame_)

3. Acoustics _n_ Vitr_ion Rosul%_ (_l_&,ht Test_ Uc_aLT and Ames

_ind Tunnels_ Lstora%o1"y D_o_ ,qoclel, P_nel vihz'_ion Test)

4, Go-_Tol_tion of Thoorstio_l &n_ E_erimontD.l Da%a_ Design Criteria,

Su0%icn Distributions, _olsDanoos

5. 0_ration@l _onsi_sr atioms

a. l_Intenance_ U_tvinass_ 5k_faco R_h_s8_ _Icanln_

b. :7_ther and Insects

_. A_licabillty of Data %6 _%1_T0 Air_=a_t

7. R_co._me._le_ Fol!cr,_on Program A/t_r_%es

Revlo'¢.' OTou_ Discussion

DAG Recc_:me_dations (CIosD_ 5ossion)

12
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X-Zl DAG REVIEW

14 October 1965

4th Floor Conference Room

AGENDA

8:00 a, m,

8:20 a.m.

9:00 a. m.

9:10 a.m.

9:20 a. m.

9:30 a. m.

9:40 a. rn.

10:00 a. m.

10:45 a. m.

11:30 a.m.

11:50 a. m,

12:00

I:00 p.m.

2:00 p. m.

2:15 p.m.

2.45 p. m.

3:00 p,m.

5:00 p. m.

8:30 a. m.

14 October 1965

Bus Departs Kamada _ for Northrop Noralr

Arrive Engineering S£ience Center lobby

WelcomLngRem_rks-W.' i. Horner

Furposes of the Review - MajGen M. C. Dernlez

Program I-I_ghllghts and Cost Summary - T. H. Goss

Review of Previous DAG Recommendations - P. Antonatoe

Break

Introduction and Summary of Northrop Presentation -
Dr, L._R. Fowekl

Wind Tunnel Invest_gat£ons- Dr. W. Pfsnninger

Acoustics and Vibration Tests - G. L. Gluyas

Performance Tests (Drag) - (5. L. Oluyas

Lunch - Norair Cvfeteria

Configuration Development and Correlat£cm of F]_ight _
Test Results w_1:h Criteria -

Applicability of Data to Future Af_'ora.ft - SY H. Brown

Z-.J
Recommended Continuation Program - K, W. Bratt

Break

Open Discussions

Bus Departs Northrop Norair for Kamada Inn

15 October 1965

Bus Departs Ramada Inn for Northrop Norair
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X-Zl DAG REVIEW

ATTENDEES

VISITORS

¢" Holt Ashley, IvHT - Chairn%a.n

4 Majur General M. C. Demler, RTD

Lieutenant Colon_l Louts R, Sert, KTD

Captain Wyatt, KTD

Phil P. Antonatos, RTD

3oe Nenni, RTD, AFFDL

F. D. Orazio, RTD, Systems Engineering Oroup
A. Braslow, NASA

v_ L. K, Loftin, NASA

v' j. B. Parklnson, NASA

J Verlin Reed, NASA

Dr. B, H. Oosthert, AFSC

Major :arey, AFSC

M_or Lewis, AFSC

/ J_:'-K. Wimprsss, Boeing

J. M¢Collom, ASD

Ted C_ss, ASD

Ca, pt,%in Casslsr, ASD

-I B. H. Marshner, Colorado State University

v L._, l_.ose, North American Aviation
/ H._"Hmekstra, FAA- Washington

.

v A, M. O. Smith, Douglas

Captain Petcrson, AFFTC, _-dwardfl AFB

Major W. Ennis, Edwards AFB

R. Sudderth, Edwards AFB

Colonel R. I_ Keeling, AFPKO

Captain J. S. Ford, AFPRO

NORA/R

1_. E. Hornet R. C, Whites

W. E. Gasich R.R. Wtngert
I%1, Kuska if. Co Carlson

L. R, Fow_ll ,.'r. S. Bacon

W. Pfenninger R. Thompson

K. W. Bratt R.F. Carmichacl

G, L. Oluyas J.W. Quick

K. K. Bucher R.C. Clemens

W. G_ Wheldun O. A, Levi

S. H. Brown W. Bailey
R. E. Kosin
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A LANGLEYRESEARCHCENTERT

.... 032 ......

SUBJECT:Establishment of Laminar Flow Control Working Group

(

The Langley Research Center has accepted the respnnslbility of Impl_entlng a
research and technology program focused on the development and demonstration of "
econ_Ically feasible, reliable, and n_alntainable lamlnar flow control systems
for viscous drag reduction. A three-phase progra_ is envisioned: (I) development
of practical materlals, structural, suction, and aerodynamic concepts; (2) s3stem
development including design, fabrication, and ground or f]Ight tests of'system
co_qQenents; and (3) pending favorable results In the first z'w_phases, a flight-
test validation of lamlnarflowcontrol (tFC) on a transport airplane.

A Laminar Flow Control (LFC) Working group is hereby established to define a
program of required R&T activities, appraise progress, and recommend program
changes or additions. Working group me_bers wiT) serve as points of contact for
each division Involved in the program, and will devote such time as necessary to
meet the program objectives, The group will functionally report to the Chief,
Aeronautical System_ Division, and general program plans shall be concurred with
by the Directors for Aeronautics, Electrcnlcs, Structures, and SysteBs £nglneering
and Operations. .,

He_bers

A.
T.
E.
D,

', :: Eo

J.
R.
L.

• R,

' " .R,

'
Director

of the LFC W_rktng Group are designated as follows:

L. Braslow, Chalrman

F. Donner, Jr.
8oxer
H..Bushnell - i,
H.iEeyson .,
N. Nikulas, Jr.
R. Peterson, Jr.
A. Pride
W. T_ylor, Jr.
T. Taylor •
B. Wagner :;.. .

¢u_nautlcal Systems Division
Systems Engineering Division
Aeronautical Systems Division
Hlgh-Speed Aerodynamics Division

,Aeronautical Systems Division
Structures and Dynamlcs Bivlslon
Subsonic Transonic Aerodynamics Division
Materials Division
Flight Dynamics and Control Division
Flight Research Division

,.,Aeronautical SystBns Division

cc: All Supervisory Personnel

,17
L"

Document 3--I,angley l',cscarch Center Announcement: Establishment of I,:m_inar t:l_)\v
Control Working Gr<>up
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INTERCEHTER AGI_EE'C_ZI"

FOR

LAMII._ARFLOL4COR'FRDL

LEADING EDGE GLOVE FLIGtlTS

BETI,IEER

LA;IGI, EY RESEARE]! (:ENTER Arid DRYDEN FLIGFIT RESEARCH CENTER

PREPARED BY:

_i--c-,,;,;:f rL (,:,_i_ r ...... ' ...............
Aircrdft Ener.,jyEFficiency _roj(;ct Offi_e
r.ms..'_L_:ng|ey Resoarch Cen[p,r

Ruhc.rt"S-.Baro1$

Proect Test Liaison Office:,

NASA Dryden Flight Research C_mter

APPR,_VED B:

Dire,: i,:__
NAS,:_La_L_;ley Researuh Center

DATF: ¢-/" ""_

Isaac T. Gillarn, IV
Dir_,ctor

I,,!,'ISADryden Fligi_t R_._earch

DATE: zf ._Q 0.-_

Document 4--1ntercc_nter Agreement for Laminar Flow Control Leading Eclgc _ Glove Flights,
I,aRC and I)FRC
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Intr.o_u_.tio__'!

The Laminar FI{y,JControl (LFC) E1enmnt of the rJASAAircY_f_ Energy
EFficiency (ACEE) Program is conchmeal $._iththe development a_d de_nstra-

finn oF a practical, reliable, and _F_intainnble LFC system for application
to Future Eo_ercial transport aircr,Li['. The objective el:the LFC

Lea<ling Edge FlighL Te_L (LEFT) is to ¢letnonstrate-the erFectiv(:llessof
I.FClending ed_je systems under repres_.ntative flight conditions, Operable
LFC leading edge ._yste_r.s(Inc1_iding suction, cleanlng, anddeicing systems)

_Hll be installe(l _n segments of the leading edge of the IIASA JetStar..Two
such test articles will l)e providud by contractors and flight tesLed at

DrydY_n.

Na__t,:__u_p._F.P_,!,trr.:','_.

Contracts will be a;varded to the lockheed-Oeorgia C_mpany and tile
DmJglas AircraFt Compcny. Each will cover tl_e design and Fabrlcatlon of
an L_C leadin(l edge systems test article. Tl_e L._cklleed-GeorfliaCompany _lll
h._ve the _(l(In_ta_:_ to l)er'Far:_t.helead role t:} d_.,_;lqntlmeaircraf_ modifi-
catic_r:nn.:c:_sarvto i:icorper_,Lehell1 Lhe tes_ articles _,nd provide adequate
syste,_ supporL. Dryd_:;__'_illi,_d_I'yti_eLesL aircral:L to the Locl.hee,_!-_no;'gin

desion n_i(Iinst_ll the flighL LesL arLlcleF,. BDL]I co:_tractors will prc_,.,[da
enrJinearin3 sui:[':_:'tdurino Lhe air'_:rafLn_ditic_[Lion_ :..starticle installa-
tio,,s, and ecce.T_t;im:uground alld i_li_l_LtesLin(J a._ D r:'ial:L,. Initial
ct_:iF_r(-_cLswill termiaate ,_pon _oIiOletioi_of occepLar ;ighL te_ti,_g. A |IASA

fl iti',L r-_se._rc.l,pri}fjra;iI_,ill th_ll be Snitiatud and n,,. ontr,_cts _dll be rle_j:,tiaLed
with Lhe c{x_Lrac[oi';_For S[ll_!_.,=,'I_(_ Lhis rerunrch fti_jh_ testing. The fliBhL

t_.:.stp;'c!]rn;I',v,llconsist of Fo_H"l_arLs:

(I) Arl t,FC sys_e_L_ perrnrmance (remonstration.
[2) A cleaning and d_iciqg sy_tem_ p_rrorir_nce de_r_l_strat1on.
(3) ..A shi,ulated airline service (}peraLions pr'ogram.
(4) AB LFC flighL research program.

About 2_0 flight hours are planned for the firsL three _. '._ above
(50 far the perfor,k_nce ([erJ:)_strat_m_sand 150 For the opera,.,. :s Progr,_m).

Th _.LFC flight r_ea,-ch progranl has not beei_ for_,;_latedat tbi_ time an_:
would be contingent upon availability of fund.:.

Pri ncl _,l _es,_onsihi liti _': and Assi _nll_nt,.;

As lead cen_ce_"for tile[.FC Ele_enL of Lhe ,_IASAA£EE PrDject, Langley
wi lI:

(a) Be responsible For overall _na_leiI'ei:t(if tile pr(_Je_t _r_(lthe
co'_l.,-_c_.; v_ith the Lo_kh_ed-(i_orgi,_ Company and _he Do_vJlas .
Aircraft Coiii_lan_'.

(b) Coordinate and cond_,ct reviews of lask _ssignment plans and tI_e

p_"_l_::'ilL_.-y an:! d_I:_il d::igr:!;.
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I

2

(c) Establish f11ghL tesL reg,=fren_nts to accomplis11 pr_grata objecLives.

(d) Evaluate and concur on_ fli3ht test plans.

(e} Provide technical support oF the fli,qht testing arid assume the lead
role in provldi.o for analysis of flight data and reporting oF
results.

Dryden will :

TT,)

(l,)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

J
Apprr_'.'_,a11 f'li[;hL t__sL i)lan£.

13e responsible fer flight safety.

lie respol;sihl(: for fl |gh L t(_s1:in_.!w1 th contrac Lot erlgi ner'ring support
for the ap_,_atiDn anti_la|l_te_anr_of LFC syst.et:Ison board Lhe test
ai rcra Ft.

Participate in th_ i,anarje_nt antl technical revie_(s of the contractor

task ass'l(jnmenL#lar_s and thD preliminary and detail designs.

Provide appr,:vz] or= the aircraft modification design.

Assess instrtll_en-'..ali3n and (laLa acquisition requirea;ents and pr'ovi(le,
as av,,,ilab]c:: Fl|ghc _est instrumentation; data ro.cor(lin(j ar,d
reducLion systelnS_ a[lfl d,Ll'.a reducLiorl support.

(g) PerF_n, the ai_'crEtFLmDdifiratior_s and test article insLdllaLions,

(h) "Besign, Fabricate, and _nsLall the instru,_ntation ann control
consoles For the test articles.

(i) Participate in t!ata ar,alysis arid reporting of resuILs.

July 1980

0c Lober 1980

January 1981

Ja,uary 1982

flarch 1982

June 1982

_la__jo_r..t:![1 _____t.?_,:.-ts_

I. Con Crac L.awards

2. Instrumentation selection

3. Control consoles layout

4. Control co_soles fabrication

5. l.lodified A/C, design

6. Fli£ht test hardvrare delivery to DFRC
by co:_tra.ctor

)
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/ 7. A/C m_dificatioi_ ca,_JluLe

_. Acceptance flighC tesL co_]ote

9. R_s_arch f|iBhL test cornpletg.
(parts I. 2, a 3)

10. Fliuht TesC _porl.s

]
F'!i_!i r:,l.._3'_jlJ;i_ _:_d.. S917"_eS

LarJgley RTOP 534-01-13

Pro_r_;,: R & D Funds

Dryden R z, D/[I.:S

u_a3_L"..f_CLU_i_Jtj.on_.J__:1;_!b_i._, and lli_triMLtiO_,

NoveLnber l_qBP. -

Febrtla_y 1983

August 19,°4

J_,ne 1983 &

" SepLmJ_h_r 1984

FY '80 FY L_'I FY 'R2 FY 'F_3 FY 'Sa/"

3r_n_ 4200 _ 140 17{_ 150

751(i0 500/I 35 ?.00/'I _5 170/I JrO 150/I 20

B_J_h Lan_jley ana DryHe,_ will be i'e_onsible Pu_- ilrar_age_,.:._: analysis, and
r_po;'ting of all fliqhL daLa. Re_a_Llrlg oF l_'[_!l_',._tn re.:,ults $_i'II be through
jai;_% {l.angley an_ Dryden) NASa _uhlicati_;ns o_ fliuh_ Cest rr,_.ults and co_-
traut_ir final reporLs CO _o."UlL_ul_L all co,hCract_)r tasks.
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NF-III

FLJGHT REPORT

Approved:

NASA DFRC Froj_t Manager NASA DFRC Project Engineer

0 r'e_cdo

l)ocunlent 5--Flight Report, NLF-144, of AFTI,/F-111 Aircraft with tile TACT Wing Modified
by ,t Natural Laminar Flow Glove
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t Pilot notes and comments

Dste: S' s/8o

Flight 144 was the first flight of the AFTI-F-II] aircraft wlth the TACT wing modified
by a _atura] Laminar F]ow (NFL) glove. The _LF modiflcatlon necessitated flylng the
a_rcraft wCthout spoilers and flaps. This resulted in degraded handling qualities,
and longer takeoff and landing rolls than the unmodified aircraft.

The maximum power takeoff was accom_lished at 160 leading edge wing sweep with the flight
control syst_ in "takeoff and land and xith ten thousand pounds fuel. The aircraft
ha_ a tendency to over-rotate as rotation was initiated at 170 _AS. The rotation was
stabilized:at a nine degTee pitch change from the pitch attitude prior to brake release.
Roderate,forward stick force was required to contro] angle of attack after lift-off.
Takeoff t_tm had been set to 3.8 o T[_. Elevator tri_ of 0 ° is suggested for the fo]low-
tng flCght. The takeoff handling qualities were judged satisfactory (calm wind).

The aircraft was cleaned up, the flight control System switch changed to homo1, wings
swept to Z6°, and accelerated to 300 KCAS.

Several lowapproaches were then flown at 100 _ with the gear down, flight control
system tn "takeoff an4 land," and wing at 2G° sweep. The aircraft was judged to have
a lateral PIO tendency throughout the landing approach. The full stop landing was
accomplished with 4500 pounds of fuel. Thelateral PIO tendency during this approach
was ampl_f|ed somewhat during the. flare and touchdown. The outboard spoilers were
enabled (in the ground rol| mode) at touchdown, however, they were not sufficient to
cause the aircraft to rest ftmly on the gear during the aura-braking phase of the
la.ding rollout. Without the stabilizing action due to squatting on the landing gear
the lateral control during landing roll vras rated acceptable {calm wind.) Brakes were
applied at 110 KCAS with 3000 feet of runway remaining after a landing roll of about

II,OOO feet. The landing roll was safely accomplished on the 15,00D foot runway.

Michael R. £wann
Aerospace ReseaYch Pilot

/ Proect Pilot
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Fligkt:

E
Atr lane Alaffunctlol and Failures

S mmary
• i

Flight number 144 was flown on 15 May 1980 in order to structurally verify and to

evaluate the handling qualities of the NLF modification on the F -Ilia aircraft.

The aircraft was fueled with a partial fuel load for a total of 12,DDO lbs lID,SDO Ibs

i_wd; l,SOO I b51 aft). Total flying time for the flIght was 35 minutes.

In o_e_. to str_t_ally vePlfy the NLF _dlflcatlon, a check point at lO,OOO it,

,55 Mach number, 305 knots at 26° wing sweep was accompllshed. Following this test

point, the aircraft' performed several low approaches to rLmway 22 to evaluate the

handling qualities.

Po_t flight inspection of the I_LFmodification revealed no an_lies. Small cracks

did appear on the flap hinge llne in the non test section of the NLF glove. Thls

was expected due tO previous experience with test samples.

Following the inspection of the NLF modification, a turnaround prefllght was

accomplished and the aircraft was refueled wlth a full fuel load and released for
-%

flIght.

D_Ire; 5/_s/Bo

J

• iiii

Operations Engine er

6_



lnstrumeatgtioa

l FI i_kt: 144

Pest - Fti_ht

/:
Summary

D_te" s/isle

This was a good data flight.

There were no encoding or recorcling problems noted on pest-flight.

The series of flights startlng with th_s flight have been instrumented for

1) Pressure dlstrlbutlo_ over ffl.F glove test section,
2) BouncLary l_yer characteristics over NLF glove test section, and
3) _se pressure _easu_ments on body of revolution on top of vertical fin for

base drag experJment.

A schematic of these ts shown In Figure F-1.

Item I involved the relocation of 34 existing TACT pressure orifices. A schematic
showing HLF instrumentation is given tn Figure F-1. The list of parmid's and
locatton is given in Table F-1.

Item ? involved the use of twu identlcal 20 probe 5 inch rakes, Figure F-2. The
top two probes are not hooked for this experiment. Table F-I gives tl_ parmid's
for the probes.

Item 3 required a s_anlvalve to be installed in the body of revolution, Figure F-3a.
The parmid's are given in Figure F-3b. Figure F-3c gives locations of the parmid's
on the base.

nstrument tlo,Eeglnee!
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